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A »tudy ol 0elf-diflusion ia plastic crystal a has baea carried  
out using radioactive trac e r techniques. Single crysta ls oi cyclohexane 
and pivalic acid were used for the essperiments.
The choice of the above compounds was made because of 
the cubic symmetry of their crystal structures, and because activation 
energy values for self-diffusion in them had already been published.
It was hoped to compare these resu lts , which had been obtained 
from  nuclear magnetic resonance m easurem ents, with those of the 
present study. The cubic symmetry of the crystals would eliminate 
the problem of diffusion anisotropy.
Methods were developed for the growth of large single crystals 
of cycloheaeane and pivalic acid from  the melt, based on the Bridgman 
technique. Radioactive form s of the two compounds were evaporated 
onto the end surfaces of cylindrical portions of their corresponding 
single crystals and allowed to diffuse. The radioactive cyclohoxmie 
was a carbon-14 form , obtained com m ercially. Tritiated pivalic 
acid was made by aii exchange technique, using pivalic acid and 
tritiated  water. The diffusion periods were, for cyclohexane, 2 
to 50 hours in the tem perature range -30*^0 to -60^C and, for pivalic 
acid, 1 to 2 hours in the range 7^0 to 32^C. The crystals were 
then sectioned paralle l to the initial active face, using a calibrated 
microtome. The quantity of radioactive m aterial which had diffused 
into each section was determined by liquid scintillation counting 
techniques. Penetration was found to  a depth of 5 x 10 c m ., in
Il
some cases. The ra te  of self-diffusion in cyclohexane was also 
m easured by the surface-decrease technique. A thin end-windowed
O.M. counter was placed over Üie initially radioactive face dt the 
crystal and the decrease in surface activity v/ith tim e was m easured.
It was found that tite diffusion processes in cyclohexane and 
pivalic acid, within the tem perature ranges studied, could be 
described by the equations:-
D = (6. i s .  ) X 10^ E3£P - jr cm^ sec’ ^
and D = (2. 23 i  1. 25) EXP - f  seç*^
respectively. These equations were thought to represent bulk-diffusion
in both cases. The pro-exponential factor and activation energy
for self-diffusion in cycloliexane are  m usually high. This led to 
the conclusion that a co-operative diffusion process occurs in this 
crystal. It is  considered that diffusion takes place by way of vacant 
lattice sites into which a number of adjacent molecules have relaxed.
In the case of pivalic acid the pro-exponential factor and the activation 
energy indicate that diffusion occurs by a ’simple’ vacancy mechanism 
with a much le sse r  degree of molecular relaxation than in cyclohexone.
Pivalic acid is  a much harder plastic crystal than cyclohexane, 
probably as a re su lt of hydrogen-bonding in the crystal. The 
hydrogen-bond might tend to create a m ore rigid lattice in pivalic 
acid, thereby reducing the degree of relaxation about vacancies in 
the crystal. It is  thought likely, therefore, that hydrogen-bonding
mmay be responsible for the apparent difference between the diffusion 
mechanisms in the two solids.
The activation energies obtained for self-diffusion in the 
two compounds studied are higher than the corresponding resu lts  
calculated from  nuclear magnetic resonance m easurem ents.
This fact, along with existing evidence, indicates that the nuclear 
magnetic resonance technique is  of lim ited scope for studying 
diffusion in m olecular solids.
This appears to be the only d irect study of diffusion made in 
organic plastic crysta ls and is  one of the few studies of self-diffusion 
in molecular crysta ls.
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A  study of 0©lf-dîlfusion in  *plastic* crysta ls  has been made 
using radioactive tra c e r  techniques* Single cry sta ls  of cyclohexane 
and pivalic acid w ere used for the experim ents,
L arge single crysta ls  of cyclohexane and pivalic acid have 
been grown from  the melt* using methods based, on the Bridgman 
technique* Radioactive form s of the two compounds w ere evaporated 
onto the end surfaces of cylindricat portions of the ir corresponding 
single crystals* and allowed to diffuse* The diffusion periods 
were* for cyelohexwe* two to fifty hours in the tem perature range 
-30^0 to -60^0 and* for pivalic acid* up to two hours in the range 
S^C to  32%* After the diffusion periods the cry sta ls  w ere sectioned 
paralle l to  the in itia l radioactive surface* using a calibrated 
microtome* The quantity of radioactive m ateria l which had 
diffused into each section was determ ined by scintillation counting* 
The diffusion process in cyclohexano was also followed by 
m easuring the ra te  a t which the radioactivity on surface of the 
c ry sta l decreased, a  thin end-windowed G, M, compter was used 
for the purpose.
It was found that the tem perature dependence of the diffusion 
processes could be described by the equations
D = (6.31 t  3. ao) X 10^ EXP - cra^sec"^
i i
end D = (2.25 t  1,25) EXP - r lS xB 9 l lJ 3 1 . j  cm^sec"^^ BT -
for cjyclohexane and pivalic acid respectively.
The high values of the pre-exponential facto r and activatioii 
energy for the dËfusion p rocess in cyclohexane led to  the conclusion 
that a  co-operative diffusion m echanism  occurs in th is solid. 
Diffusion is  thought to  take place via vacant lattice s ite s  associated 
with a, region of m olecular relaxation.
the case of pivalic acid which is  a  much harder plastic 
crysta l than cyclohexane* probably as a  re su lt of hydrogen bonding* 
the pre*  ^exponential factor and activation energy for self-diffusion 
indicate that diffusion occurs by a • simple* vacancy m echanism .
The degree ol m olecular relaxation about a vacancy in pivalic acid 
is  thought to be slight compared with the corresponding case for 
cyeloliexane.
This appears to  be the ottly d irec t study of self-diffusion to 
have been made in organic plastic c ry sta ls  and Is one of the few 
studies of diffusion in m olecular c ry sta ls .
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INTRODUCTION
T here d re  twp mMn lo r  sWdyWg in .. L - * • . , 1 ' .+ 4 '  . ' ’ I ‘ — *** . y . ■ <■ '
s o l i d , O n e  is-that a. knowledge Af difiuslenl-s fundamental to  
thé-tind©r0tanding;èf h l g h ^ e , . p r o c e s s e s ,  which oceqr In,
soUde.. , Thus i t  Is. easW tW  for a person making a kinetic study
'  -   - ‘ ■■ . , - . ; ■ ' '  ' ' ' ' '
of creep*. çxidatWn*., ' ahhealWg #0^,^. td 'he lamPiaT' with.the basic 
concept a. of diffùsiçh* .
• ■ _  The secoh^.reasoh fp^ atudying,diffmsioh.Is to obtain 
Information ah p #  tra%%spprtm.e.chapi#ms of atoms-to solids.
The basic .Jaws- gpvf'rning. diftoeiph: w ere f ir  si, put forward 
to T0BS, by A dotlF tok.  ^ The .two famtltol? d.#fére#ttoJ' forms of 
Fipld s tows of dîlfusipn a re
c7” = ~ D § x  ~ ~ ~ -  (\)
I t  = D I ^  " -  -  - (s)
Equation one gives the ra te  of permeation*, in toe steady state of
flow*, through w i t  .area of any medtom* to te rm s of the
concentration gradient across-toe medium and a constant, D* 
called the diffusion co,efficient*. ’ The second equation re fe rs  to 
the accumulation of m atter 'at a given pplnt, in a- medium as -a
of tim e, That to a non-stationary.state of
flow*
Solutions of F lek’s  tows of diffusion have been developed, 
to order tha t p rac tica l m easurem ents of diffusion coefficients can 
be ca rried  out under standard conditions. (1)
The f ir s t  ktoetic m easurem ent of diffusion to the so lid-state
3was' made in. 1896 when Boberfes-Austen measOTed toe rate of 
diffusion of goM in lead (#  . ' Following'that imitiaTwork a vast 
number of 'diffusion mo#eur%m&#ta have been made |h metallic 
Systems mé 'alào to iwto cry stela. More recently toe field has 
been eWended ro toctode valence and molecular cryatals,,
'.The diftoaion coefficients calcul'ated:fr om -e;^erim entnl-. 
résulté ' w ere I'ohnd’ to Vary'With ahaolute tem perature acCordtog -to 
an-Arrhéhtoà type equattoh;: ' .
' /  D = B q f  . * ■. ■• ' ■' . ■.  W
where.D 4a the' dWuaioh coefficient a t a;tem pérature. T"aM-B 4$: ■ 
toe ghé' constant* Bo and E 'Are atsbatontiaUy constant fo r given 
system s, . B' is  d e lto ed 'm toe .activation energy' for toe p rocess 
end is  re la ted  to the’ diftosiwi m echanism , since i t  will 
rép reséh t toe energy ’required 'to  mové-"âh  ^atom from  one ■ 
equiltortom poéttloh'to'.toe éolid to th é  ^mxt. - It is 'a lso  accepted 
tout Do will be dependent on toe diffusion m echanism.
Thoor eticél ' to terpr etotioas of to e  values--of B obtained- 
from  diffusion experim ents, have beeh'made, to *m attempt to 
determ ine probable diffusion m echanism s in particu lar cases.
The* commonly Accepted diffusion m echanism s in solids, a re  by 
way of vàcant lattice* s ites or Interstices,, or by d irec t toterchange 
of nêighbourtog atom s. Tone, or m olecules {3)-•
. ' Much of the theory of diffusion to toe solid state has been 
derived from .diffusion studies to ionic c ry sta ls , to  which the
3relation  between diffusion and electrical'conduction has been 
Important. •■ . The.; re la tion ,. : called the  -Hernst/Elnstelm^ (4, 5)
equation, i s  ■'■ ' B ■■; - ■■' ■ '  ■■■'■■,.' :
JZ^  = ■ iA)
; , ' where,'" .cT'■ is  the;conduetivlty;Of'toe-lon ■
.'0 : Is itS 'dlitosion Cooiflclemt"" : ,
' I . ' : G / is  the-concentration,of the ion ,■ ■■■’.:
, , and ■ ' q: ' ' • ■. is  Its, eleetronie* charge, ■ ^
It was time poeaible,; uaing #1#:'re la tion  ship; to ' m ake, todir ect. '
mCaswementS''of;diffusion,co'éfficienls-in  ionie nolicia from  . ■
Conductivity data,--;. ■
One‘Outstanding advantage enjoyed by ionic c ry sta ls  fo r 
ouCh^étudiés: Is that it Is  possible to generate known. lattiC'e 
defects And the effect of. these on conduction and diffusion 
propertiea cum.be.studied ( 6) *  ■ - ■
+1*.. , F o r  example the addition of Ca ' ions to  the NaGl lattice
causes the generation of an equivalent num ber -of cation vacancies 
in order to  p reserv e  electrical-neutrality  ■■within the c ry s ta l .(7)* ‘
■ Such studies have led to an understanding of diffusion 
mechai'itisms'In.lonic solids and have been ind irectly  •rê$pc#nsibté 
for the ovqto.tion . of # e -th eo ry  of the:defect solid-,slate (8, 9),
,In addition to  the %mxk which-has -been devoted to ionic 
c ry sta ls  manyAtndies have-, been.-mnde of m etallic system s. • ' 
Theories -of-Iranaport m echanism s to m etals have been
4poétùiatéd il-û); ànd çmlçul mmée*: ; to  ; mi: o ffert 'forecast thç 
m ost probable;diffusion m& çkmi^m  in .a specific ;Ca$# ■ :.
. . .  ’ . •  :. A s in  the  çmsA of: io%#AAoWs #  wâq poasibW to  use the 
reauitSAf À Îectricai-conduetiyity ■measurements tojofotato . \  v. 
h^qrzuation çôhCéi'%4ng diffueiom to-m etaW ,. uatog quenching ; , . 
tédmlciues*^. T héJatter-.toyoW  toe rapide Cooling : .qf- specimens' 
from  high tem pera tu res  -euph'toat the ,h%hrtemperaturè 
equilibrium concentration of- defeets ia-llroi^euiu’ .at the-lower - 
•temperature,. ', Thq.;--,conductivity of thC m etal in a Im otlon of toe 
number of defects, p resent u%%4 - hence' hy  .quçuchiug^- the- m etal from  
different' eq%iiiîWium temperatures'--and.utoasurtog the subsequent 
comduotiviti#s,_ iy has 'heeu  possible^ toan easu ru  the heat of, 
form atiou'of defuoia. to m atolu (12)* T he 'ra te  -at.which, toe 
defeela amieal.,outAt various tem perature $ has also  beau 
followed by conductivity*meauurOtoeuts, -which have provided a 
value îo t  the heat- of motiouAf ,toeae defects •
tolttolly a l l  d irec t diffusion m easurem ents to* the solid 
state were -eoac.erue.d wito'-impurity diffusion, to o rder that a 
chemical or physical analysis ol toe .#illu$tog m ateria l could be 
ca rried  out* to  provide a Coaceutrattoti-profil#* from  which to# 
diffusion Goefftoièut could he calcutoted# The tooreastog. 
availability of radioactive isotopes and the ir um  made It possible* 
however* to employ'toe seasltiye. methods. #  radiation detectlou 
for determ totog to# uouoemtratioh of a .diffu.stog--- species# , ,
B\  'The radiqaçtit#  isétopqs'a lso  thé ' :
po'ssibiBty ùi- -maMiig. diraot; studies.of self-cllffusion*' wMch in the 
■'trauslatianal motion of à component wItMu itu  own'lattice. . ■.. ' ' 
H itherto th is  had qiily heen'-p'wslble- by. W l|re#'^atu##s*- such as. toose 
made in lohic cry  state m â  metals* 'using'relations' between ■ 
diffusion and'electricaLeuudUctlvity,’■
' hi the AmaO' of vatehce moîé.cular : crysta ls one is  • ■ • ' 
lim ited to  d irec t "studio# of diffusion: uàlug iadtopic-truco re  amd 
very few m éusurom eata havé Wea: mudo :0u these Aolidu, ■ Thai ■ ' 
only m eàsw em éuta of ' dlfBualoh to 'vutemce Orystate- have been made 
on germauimm (14) m d 'graphite (IB* 16). Thè result'oM ainedTor 
aaIf#diff$'eWu In -germanium agrees ;woH^with; a' theory of 
aelf-diffuaion which- Ima been-developed for valence or y at ate (17),
' Radioactive tra c e r  studies of self-diffusion-in m olecular 
solid# have been made on aulphur '(18)*; o<- ^white phoaphoruâ (1#  - 
and anthracene (20) with widely diverging résulta* No theoretical 
treatm ent has been Advanced, so'far* .which-will e%#laim' the ■ 
resu lts  available for aelf-difftieion in .moleculat c ry s ta ls  and 
further work in this, field seem s necessary* to clarify  the 
situation.
The f i r s t  determ ination of diffusion in a m otecular solid 
was made by Grimer- (21) * ‘-from, the resu lt of a kinetic Study of 
the orthoifp.ara conversion of solid hydrogen. Me caleidated • 
diffusion coefficients of the o rder of 10 ^  ^ ^ - cm.^/ sec ' near the
6m elliàg point*’ but toe activation énçrgÿTor'toe 'p rocess vvaS' r
d o ù W ' ' duë ' to toè ' n a rro #  ' tem peratu re  range AtodlW a n d . 
experim ental'scatter. ■ • ' ’ * ' ' ' ■
''■■*" -to 4h#lr study of oqlW sulphur 1’X8), ■Cuddeback and 
Driofeamer-grew 0-rhomi>ic cryatate from  a .saturated''solutton of 
' The radi0^aotlTe''aulxtour'’was' ooàted on ta-a single ( i l l )  % 
face of toe- cryatâl and the diftosion ra te s  m easured. ; They- " 
obtained two activation eaergièO' for too process' over ' different ■ ' ■
‘ teh ipeta tu r0 ranges* ' which ' toèy ' Interpreted ■ In te rm b■ o i diffusion ' 
m isotrdpy. ' '■Hachtrieb add’Handler followed :vyito’O'study-ol . .
self*:diffusio#' 1% (X' phosphorus -f I #  #, because this was a
chbiC 'crystal ahd’hhlikely -to exhibit diffusion uuieotropy* T h e■ ' 
expérim ente w ere perform ed Astog pdlycrystalllme compacts' ,. 
wh'toh'wAre amiohled'hear the'meltii%^'potot for 24 hours* p rio r to  
toe diffusion expertoteMe*’ to perm it 'grain growth* ' The re su lts  
showed too occurrence of two diffusion processes and the ■ ' -^ • 
totoépretatloh' was tout toe'low tem perature p rocess was uorm al  ^
Vacancy diffusion* and that* at toe higher temperature*: w as‘toe 
resu lt of som e-fairly large scale cooperative process^ involving 
premelttog# •
Sherwood and Thomson (EO) to th e ir study ol m toraceue 
found evidence of two simUltawous diffusion proéoaaeo*- to- tola 
case radioactive aiitovaceme was deposited on toe 001 plane face of 
a  stogie ory-sW.' ■ T heir re su lts  showed toe occurrence of a slow
W' pro'cees accdmpanleil by .a rapW- dlffusWn#
■ which was considered to  be! the resu lt’ of grain bcntodary diffusion. •
Another lïxperlmentâl toèîmlqUê'WMçh hah provided ' • 
evMenoe of seM*#diffusion Ui 'molecular sblMa J's” that of m tclear . 
magnetic résonance (33)* M 'tois method a Bÿëctrmm
'éî the ' magnetic 'in teractionb 'b.etweesi neighbouring nuclei is  ' 
obtained* from  which' W orm #ion  regarding m olecular 'motioho " 
cm. be derived. ' 'A liâ t &f’-m'gmim compbimds whicli hW e b'ein-' 
shown* by'H.M.B#*. to  osddMt self ^ diffusion has bee# compiled by 
Andrew (23)'* Since Ms lis t w m  'published evidence has .been 
oWa.med* using %W N. W. R# tecltniqw* 'W selfA.#ffueion_ in ■ 
pivalic acid (2 #  and 'iX^whité-phoéi^hbÿua ; - An interesting
chnracterlsti#  hi all the-m èlçcnlàr solids' which have been shown 
to e # ib i t  'self-diffusion by'M.M, R, * la that they ar# 'of the eluso 
of solid known ,as p lastic crystal# (26). ' 5uch solid# have a low '
' ehtropy of m elting'and the'moleculC's sotopristog them' af-e 
ulwcyc roughly'aphcriChi in shape. :Tl%cy hnvc #  len#'.qne
■ so lid-state  phase tr#%sitio% 'and*/ .in''tW phnsfe stable toimèdiatély 
below the m elting point' (phàe# 1)* th&f 'have a cub ic ,s tru c tu re  and 
possé^'é the nhiiliy todindérgo m olecular ro ta tio n '{3?)* The 
la tte r phchp^hcnom has been observed' by d ie lectric 'stud ies iZB) 
and Ii. M, B. %?orktE9)*
it ha's -been noted "that the qçcurréiice of self#*cliflusion* as 
detected by H. M. R*, soxmetimes does not set to  until some
degree# transWem W'pWée' l;(toé  p lastic phesê), a# tu
toe éése  ',©1 •ejClohefene '.{'âO}*,.' whereas -.-wito hexeinétoyWAÏlene 
(SI), the N.M*B. Itoe w i#h  herrow s tom çd ie te îy  a t the II 4 I '■ 
phase 'trensitien  éhewtog’ the omset- o l mhleçaïmr âeîf-4|flù#loh ht" 
to e ‘tran s itio n ' t e 'to ep léb tto p h h èe ..'. - . / " '  : ■* '  ' """-
' ' Evidence of'tranëW teA el toelêhhier meWJiiy -to plastic :
' C ryatais.has heen engtohaed bÿ th q .la #  thaï thèy flow eas ily  ■ 
under low- p re ssu re  i%Z) and th a t thei r ' diffvaWion patte-rhs 
to  toe p la s tic 'p h ase -hèe.otoe dlîtoée.AA toe tem perature ol toe 
sam pïé'ie ra ise d  (33),. ' More reohntly m techtoqué tovolvtog 
torM tolion of solids '.and observing toe  îtïe  tim es <d f ree 'rad ica ls  
formed,by electron spto-rèhématlçe, - has toc||çàted the ocaurrènoe 
of sejtf#dlîtosi'oii to some - orgm te' 'eolMs' (3 # . - ' In toe plastic- 
soitoa sMdiéd* ’ whièh'toctocle cyotoW#:##, It has been found that 
to.0 orgamic rad ica ls  |>rotoMed a t low tem peratures exist until the
' i l  -I transition,'-i* #• tUiyT toe traroiittoh to toe piastto-phase, At 
whtoh point toey rapMly disappear (3#*' ' to solids without phase 
transitions toe r  adtoals'can mdst-. right'up to the melttog potot*- to 
toe case of beto&ene* however* they disappear 50% below, toe - 
melting potot.
to spite of all tW -data now available iltostrating  the 
occurrence of self###%iston to m olecular c rysta ls, the amount
Of detail regarding toe diftoslon process to slight^ • The difficulty 
of enalystog N, M# %U spectra with a view to obtaining detailed
9W orm etim i about açM-diffusion,' has lim ited the aalc'alàtioJtis, so 
fa r, to the evaluation of aosme_ activât,ion energies for the 
dSitusioa procoso'(3S, 36, 37}.
'Since th is work was commenced, 'Heaing-lEIB) has 
published a- detailed analysis of seïi*<1iffuoion to(X -white 
phosphorus* from  data'obtained from  an' M. M. IL experiment* 
This appears to be the only publication M its  kind so fa r  
attempted* hi hie-paper He sing does not ftod rngreemm^t with the 
tra c e r  résu lta  of Maohtrieb and Handler 1X9) and he finds that one 
diffusion p rocess controls right up to  thé melting potot. ’ Heaimg • 
has suggeated that the high tem perature rang# found by tra c e r  
studies (19), could have been caused by the melting out of grain 
boundaries, which'Womld hot affect the resu lts .
From, a  com parison of diffusion reunite obtained by the'
K, M*B* technique end information available from  other sources, 
there appear to be a number of d|a,crepanCles. Agreeme^é 
between and tra c e r  studies concerning seli'^dlflusion has
been f ound for sodium (3 # , but'in the Case of m olecular solids 
existtog rep o rts  a re  In conflict. 'The example oi o(..white 
phosphorus is. .a case in point.
N.M. H. étudiés màde on anthracene (39) sîmwue 
evidence of self-diffusion, hixt unforttmately, the tem perature 
ranges covered by N. M. B% and tra c e r  work {20) do' not overlap, 
BO a definite com parison is  not poasifele. In benzène, however.
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-Néki.'H. ■ sludiç# -right up to'the hieltWg peW , do net reveal amy • ■ 
■'evidence'el ■self-diffusion (4.Û), ■-yet the evidence ol àù irradiation - 
'experiment (30)'' suggests # e  occurrence of seE-dilfuslon as 
much as S0%r belowthe/'meltiug point. ■ The latter' result 
Appears reesotmWe on the basis of tracer work 6u 'amthracene " 
(20) audiiaphthalene (41).
The exaxup'tes' quoted above serve to todiéato lim itations - 
of the M.M* H« technique v4& regard  to 'the.dotectloi.t ol 
aeif-diffusioiï* Both Fowles (42). an.d Eushworth (43) have 
indicated that a jumj^ frequency of 10% /s is required for 
self-diffusion before it will he -detected by H* M. E* ' Tracer 
studies, which reveal the effect of mi integrated se rie s  of at ox# 
movements, a re  not, however, subject'to  -such lim itations.
An empirical treatment ol molecular self-diffusion has 
been suggested .by Hachtrieb m d  Handler (19) on the basis of a 
'theory postulated 1er cubic m etate (4# and the validity of this 
tr.0ktmeiit has been supported by some H.M.E* activation 
energies fo r self ^ diffusion (.24, 31), but until supporting tra c e r  
data is  available ao satisfactory coàClUsion Is poaglble.
Several metoods a re  available lo r obtaiaiag data 
regarding aeîf-4||i‘usioii, utilising tracer techniques. These 
methods can be divided tototw o c lasses , tho'se which involve a 
d irec t de'term iaatioa of the diffusion profile and those which 
give fm overall picture of dlifusioa. Aa im portant tecto'lque of
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til©'iàtt.er toe surlace-decrease  metood which is  bused on
to# fact that toe radiation from  m  active source is  axponeutialîy 
absorbed in too -solid swrowWing'. It* Hence if a layer of 
radioactive m ateria l is  deposited dm too surface of -a specimen 
mdi allowed to diffuse into it, there will be a  decrease 'to the 
CO wit ra te  m easured from  thé surface, ' which cwx he re la ted  to 
th e ’ra te  ol àUîuBÎm  of the Isotope*
The method 'whereby a direct determination of toe 
concentration profile of the Isotope is  m easured ux%d from  which' 
toe diffusion gradient ia obtained,. Ims the ■advantage -of being 
able to reveal 'the presence of concurrent diffusion p rocesses,
A m atoernatleal extension Of F ick’s laws ol diffusion has been 
carried  ont/such that diffusion, coefficienls may be readily  . 
determ ined using system s of standard geometry 11) *
The system. wMch has been m ost extensively employed is  
that in which an W initely  thin layer of an Isotoplc tra c e r  is  
deposited on to an end surface of a righ t .cylinder and allowed to 
diff'Uae inwards, until the trac e r has reached a suitable depth, 
after vtolch, toe specimen is  .sectioned. The sections a re  
taken para lle l to the Initial face a.nd a re  ol constant c ro ss  
.section. By meas'urlng.toe Isotope aoncentration In. each 
section it Is possible to construct a  concentration versus depto of 
penetration, curve, from  which a diffuaWi plot can be obtained 
and hence- the diffusion coefficient for a- given tem perature.
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Q m  coasequeaco, ol the' ^©etioalag method is  that it
aatomatically involves destvaction of the sample# This 
precludes the possibility  of oaMylag out m ore than one 
diffusion ea^erim ent on each specimen, an advantage enjoyed by 
the indirect method employing conductivity measurements* In 
the case of the procedure described ahcve* it is  obviously 
desirable that each specimen of the same solid should foe as 
sim ilar as possible to  the neagt, to o rder that conditions for 
diffusion within the samples a re  similar* One of the best ways 
W achieving th is end is  to use single c ry sta l specimens grown 
from  one batch of pure m aterial under standard conditions* to 
th is way side-effect S' which might a rise  from  using com pressed 
polycrystalltoe sam ples would be avoided* The lattes^ 
specimens would be liable to  provide short-cireuittog path s» for 
self-diffusion, as a resu lt of the many grato-boundaries which 
they would contain# and this could seriously effect the m easurem ent 
of foulk-diffuslon*
to view of the very  lim ited state of Wowledge concerning 
self-diffusion p rocesses to m olecular solids, and because of the 
conflicttog evidence which exists between resu lts  obtained from  
M*M. E* studies and those derived from  other techniques, 
regarding m olecular mobility, it seemed desirable that fu rther 
tra c e r  work in th is  field should be carried  out* Since m ost of 
the evidence for self-diffusion to m olecular crysta ls  has been
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derived from studies of plastic crystals, it was
decided to make a radio-tracer study of one or mere of these 
solids. Such a study wduld be facilitated by the fact that to thè 
plastic phase all these crystals have a cubic structure and hence 
the problem of diffusion anisotropy would not occur. The 
purpose of such a study would be as follows:-
1. To ascertain the occurrence of self-diffusion.
2. To determine the activation energy for the diffusion
process.
3. To ascribe possible mechanisms to the self-diffusion
4. To compare the results obtained with esdsting H .M .B. 
results.
At the commencement of this work all the compounds 
which had been shown by H.M.H. to «^xhibit self-diffusion, had 
low melting points, and only a few activation energies were 
available for some these solids. In an effort to avoid undue 
experimental difficulties it was decided to choose a compound 
with a relatively high melting point and one which was readily 
obtainable. Since toe temperature range which was available 
for study lay between toe melting point and the temperature of 
the II " I phase transition, it was desirable that this interval 
should be wide enough to permit a reasonable range of diffusion 
measurements to be made. Thus it was considered that the
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compound to be studied should fulfil the undernoted requirements* 
1, The compound should exist In the plastic phase through 
a sufficiently wide temperature range.
E. There should be, in existence, an activation energy for
self-diffusion, derived from N .M .E . data of the 
compound*
3* It should be possible to grow large single crystals
of the compound*
4* It should be possible to obtain reasonable quantities of
the compound in a very pure form.
5. There should be a ready synthesis of a radioactive form
of the compound, or such a form should be commercially 
available.
Ihitially cyclohexane was chosen for study because it 
possessed most of the properties described above. Later, 
data became available for pivaUc acid and a second study was 
made of this compound.

(i) ,, .m m o i i ï ïG x s m .  ■
: T;he âtogle crystals réquiradfor"the dHfuslon .experiments, 
had to be very pure and of a reasonable stoe, dimensions of toe 
order of centimetres .being,req‘uir,ed.< , $uch requirements limited 
the.methods of crystal growth which could be employed*.
The methods available lor growth of organic crystato, are: 
growth from a saturated solution, growth from the vapour phase 
and growth from the melt* :
.. Growth of organic  ^crystals from the vapour phase 
generally results in the formation of very toin crystals of limited 
dimensions (45, 46, 4f). Due to the excessive solubility of 
cyçlohexane in most solvents, the problem of obtaining a suitably 
saturated solution (48) from which tq grow crystals could bo 
complex* .The latter, metood also pro sent.s the possibility of 
solvent inclusion to the crystal# which would render toe groxvth of 
very pure cry sta ls ,impossible. The ftoal method, namely, 
growth from, the melt, has been used with success for the growth 
of large single crystals of organic compounds (49) to toe past, and 
is  not subject to the disadvantages of the previous methods. It 
was decided, therefore, to adopt tola latter technique*
Grovïth of crystals from the melt can be carried out in one 
of three general methods. These are the Kyropoulous (50) 
technique and the moving and stationary vessel techniques (51, 52) *
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' M'toé f i r s t  'of''to ë s e 'methods'# oooled sëe d c ry sW ls  
auspendèd into' a mêU and sloWy withdrawn* ' SitrfaCe' tension ' 
effecàé CàLÙs# Ihë'adhéSioà.-ol m étërtai 'iroto # 0  mëlt to thë' seed, 
which-growB, ’ he it lé  rhlscd'Iréto the ■ hot region' hi'the iheit.' ■ ' É' 
the ra te '■ of withdrawal''is‘slow'enough'thé 'Ory#W'Witi--grow' ’ 
e#tmdally-oh'to toe'lal^icWéf the'éw d'érÿàtal formihg'a. iargé '* • 
eliiglé crystal* ' TMs m o i h O d ' hé' unlikely to a'ucfeeedior' 
orgenio cryatale due to  the'high vapour presaUr'e^ Which ' such a oüélt 
woulddftén have and -also to 'thé '^low èurfaùè tehéion'ôf'.thé liquid*'
'Thé 'rommtoing method#,!# which'thé melt' é'an be 
completely i'àoiatèd'during the growth proéééa, - have both beeh 
sucéeéaïûlly etoploÿéd for the growth of'stogie crystais'of 
organic ’ compouhda (S3)' ' '
■ ' ’ ■ ' Both'methods require'% growth chamber to WhiCh a ■ ' 
temperature' gradient with horlssontal ieothW#ato c'to be 
maintatoed* The temperatures of the îsothétmaîa ueually vary 
from about'3i^'above ÜwvmîtiU^ point' of 'the solid'crystal to 30^ 
below' ili ' ' The methods' 'differ to appltoatton'# the temperature 
gradient to the melt* ' I"ig* ■ (1) éprésemO'thé température ‘ 
gradient ■ achemaltoàliy, ’ In which’ AB reprééènt'a’ # e  méîttog 
point Isothermal,'"'Tm. 'The matérlaT''lo put to'the tube (V) and' 
allowed'to m elt to the upper part of 'thetoryOtalltoer, i.e* above 
AB*
F or the moving vessel teclmique the temperature
A —
C
rn
M
T > T : i
T<r„ B
FIG. I. tem per a t u r e  g r a d ie n t
.condition's’in toe and toe'toW# V, W
slov/ly .lotvered down the gradient in toe direction. \ causing 
cryetmi groWh' to.proceed up to#- tùbo# ' wito too ..soïto/toèlt -inwrtoce 
always4yW g'o n ÂË'.' ' . '% ' 'V""\  ^ ' ' ' :,' ' ' '  ^ ^''
.' : The’ '#t'àtioh#ÿ'# esol technique 'differs 'froto'toë above 'in 
that W ro' too ‘vëséel 'khn%àitiîtig%lxe toêji. 'ta-' held 'étaticy aW  toe ' ' 
méïttog'i.5bint’'iéotoèrm al'ABTé allowed to 'm ove upwards past toe 
vessel, ''V'#' 'by’low ering’toe W at io p u tto  toe growth ohmmb#,' éfee 
arrow s in fig* (1). ' ''. ■<■:■■
it  waa'detoded toa tto e 'a tto to to eh tu l static tem p’erato ro  ' ' 
conditions to d  variation W toO' grow th 'rate by mechanical m eans, 
as reqidred  by toe moving vessel te c to itn e , would be m orè 
readily  toM eved, 'to d  htoO'O that method 'was employed*'
' : #ince the m elting point <â cyclohexane is  below room  
te m p e ta tto e '^  6*'SS% ,'lS#'j7, the establishm ent'of a suitable 
tem perature gradient required  the 'use of #  cooling •mixture, or a 
re frig era tio n  unit, - The f orm to was eventually found to be 
adequate* •  ^: ' '
'The fo to ta lion 'o f'a  tem perature gradient was estab lished ' 
inside a p y rto  glass tube W # 4g cims*, Itog  and 2.6 c m s ., to  
diameter# which was' mOtoted 'in a  vertica l position* 'The upper 
half of'too''tuba was warmed'by a iilch'rome' hèating coil (H) of 9#^ 
re s ls tto c e  and insulated by a Ooncentrto 'glass sleeve, 'while
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tkiWmre#' ' à^m i l g j . Jg. .■ . TIW %mWeÿaWt'e'  ^"' ■ 
gmûim%:%mB 'v#ï#d:by' ## /# lW ge' % glied/totW  'îiMW^me
■•h0àt'tôr;M4 >y eliaiigfeig :tli^  c^ofoüt h#% ôK A.
/. :,>.•: Frto'.'to- IsifyBtaï 'grôwth\#Q #W : #Wt#WWg: th# ^ my l^qhexame 
. haMv.WAy - it’îmâ $ë&#hed a
$0mpe^a#ire Its- 'st^ '^romWings, ■ î t  was theil ■' '
..sîowly lowe###dQwit.thé' lif 'tmmB'éf a%''"'
aÎ0,atri'cî' motpt^ ##e& # |th  gëâi^ .system# w^W'eh '
alloWcl A #W0' t#  ha '$####$ ' ' ' ‘
■ The -imtiaî tempeïe'atimé êWpl^yëd^wëàre-
ebta^med bÿ 'SùsgaWlhg t‘te/'îow#^ \of Ai i#  te- Icè/Wate^ ' ' ■ '
m # VBi^ yirig thè tèmpetet%$ÿè W the Wp séèttoîi 
ètBiparatute' ilA^G) to  $#%«'' Im apitè '# :# è  slow groWth irate# ' ' 
employed#, o ifte-îéss fe te  ï  mn%' pè# ho%ir#' ho èvMemêe 'of single 
Ç3?yetal gafowth was fonte* Afte:r' seve^rsl attempts at earyetàl 
■growth using'a.'variety o f 'èooîin^ teEturès,.* partial ■sueoesë was' 
aéhièyèd uuteg a very ateep tem peraturegrteitet*' ' 'The latter' 
was obtained by dipping thO'lower;liàîf. of A lute a two litre Dewar 
flash filled, with t e  teetoue/jprihdîd s lu rry  y 'Tem peraturee
below *?B%- were undesirable beote##^ .oyelohesstae undergoes a '
 ^ory St allOgr àphio ' ptes#.. trosiBltWn %.t The'upper' half of
the tube A was heated to a  temperature of''40^G*' ' ' With this - ' ' 
arrangement a te  a growth rate ' of I mml^ - 'pét hour, ■ 'Omali 'élèar
FIG. 3. THE CRYSTAL 
GROWTH 
T - t  APPARATUS.
d o
àrjrBtàl wére ‘a t the baëè^hl the .gt^d\#h $ah%: the'
rem alaéè^'hW ag'é 'w hile‘l>olÿeïfÿ'#ailîhe'-mà‘^ '0r '
’■ !  ',' : The .bahe q( thé-g^owlE Utb'ë '^ whWh'' t"a4"heè#.a r ■ Wae
àtape#*â%^' è^pÜlàty'Wkâcli'Jt -mm hoped- : ' - : 
lA^ éWd-hëlÿ 't $:).élli#lmale-'p d l ÿ # # y -'g^##th%:'(55)  ^  ^ :..
tWnt'lp’wéMhg ùî |h è 'g $ o # h  tühe did : y è # k  Ih- # e  IdftBMiohj ■ 
ml the.'^#o#h él • ihe- 'ehpiilmry^ • ’dî' m. alhgle- "h^ÿstal pos.*ïito  ■ whito ' 
ttoded |o  ■gÿ'dyÿiittto'thé '#mhi„p'#| dl'th’e’ ttoéè ; ' .âlthtoghthéi*e' fmd 
beeh. t o  ëfj|hé' "etyslal ppjelito'al the foot' o^tW
g^pWh tdbe thé 'dffMW éryetâ i to f le d  colWldë^mhly to d  il-
wm# ■■'dêhided M  iMé- etage to  t t ÿ  to  îm pt'toh thé tto ap e tà td té  ■ ■ '
'Olabillt}^ o f t t e  h p t o t o t t o . , ' ■ ' ' ' ' ■  ' ■ '
-The thétoieî'Oapaeilÿ of the ôoollhg eectioh 'wao'ihotemeèd 
w # h th é 'aid of ■a'flfteea îitto-Bewmr,lîàah>$uoh that oomtima&l 
3?ep3ttolaîm'ieat of ihe'-ioolaot dwJng otystal-gtow lh waa mot' ■ : : 
.recitiited* The Dewéz flm'ah- w m  hoamed- to' a Iwrge wooden h#]^- 
the lie! of 'whlch - stoved. m  m a p p o r t  mnd m'tmlttwo iltoè .
bemWt#.(fig .'$): whtohw^ao toépeiïded 'to the moétome/D^IkoM 
olwa?ÿé Thé low et hmlf W A dipped tolo the two' li tre  heakér 
ttoteh ''w aéflitod’toih:àSèetonê^ the la tte r  wmo a |lrrë d ,''eM  cooled 
by thé amrroundtog èlarry* ' - Thie Arrtoiÿémehf re'aoitêd îh  é; imo'^e 
tém p era tw é  ioontrol Of the eooltog: aéolion■ tod-'recalled ' to 
the prodddtlon ol better c r y t h e  qoaWty of whtoh, ' #111 
varied mtoiewhat# to order* to atablli^e the hemltog ayattoi# ■ wMêh
Temperature (  C )
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was Bubjeet to  fluctuations of room  tm%%pêr'aturè èiià oî the mains 
voltage to  th e lio a to r 'ti*àuslârmert another means ol heating was 
employed.
The final design illustrated  in fig* , (3) incorporated what 
was essentially  a w ater jacket heà te r’for the upper section of A 
and a cooling unit for tlio lower half, ûb previously described.
Thè' pyre^« tube A was. sealed through 'the base of a  tvm litre  
b'eaker B. The tube 'A was 45 'sm s. long m%d E. 6 cm s. in 
diamète%' m%d the top of A was level with the rim  of B which was 
EO eras, high#' 'The beaker (B) filled M th water w as'heated with 
a %OW* Im m ersion heater and the tem perature of the w ater was 
controlled by à toluene regulator and associated electronic relay  
to ± . 1% .
' The low er half of A protr'.uded È5 cm s. through the 
supporting board C; into the ta ll two l i t r e  pyre% beakex% D, 
which contained the cooled acétone*
The slope of the tem perature gradient which proved m ost 
successful was obtained by heating the w ater ih B to  a tem perature 
of 50% . This gave r is e  to  a tem perature drop of 1E80° between 
thé hot and coW stages of the apparatus. The tem perature 
gradient obtained is  shown in f ig ., {4), and rep resen ts  a  slope of 
15'deg C cm-^. at the melting pohit of cyclohe^ane.
Uii) FOBIFIdA.TlOM OF
tJnder the conditions good quality cry sta ls  were obtained
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in the lower portion of the growth tube which was about IS cm ,, 
long, Z c m ,, in diam eter and had a tapering capillary tip  of 3 c m ,, 
length. It appeared obvious that the reason for the deterioration 
of the c ry s ta l quality was the resu lt of im purities being concentrated 
in the m elt as crystallisation  proceeded, until a point was reached 
when single c ry sta l growth was no longer possible, (56) Melting 
point determ inations on such a c ry sta l showed that the im purity 
content in the single crystal portion was low, reaching a 
concentration of , 46 mole % at the interface between single 
crystal and polycrystal sections, $ince very pure cry sta ls  were 
required  it was necessary  to  purify the starting m ateria l 
rigorously.
The starting m ateria l for the c ry s ta ls  had been McFarlans* 
"reagent grade" cyclohexane, melting point, E. 4l^G, with an 
im purity content of 1,73 mole %, This was purified by recrysta llising  
four li tre s  of it  slowly, in a deep freeze, and retaining the f irs t 
solid fraction of t%vo litre s , melting at 4 ,1 % , This was m elted 
and scrubbed with a 3 : 1 m ixture of concentrated sulphuric and 
n itric  acids at 10%  to  remove unsaturated im purities. A fter 
separation from  the acid layer the cyclohexan© was washed with 
sodium hydroxide solution followed by distilled water. The 
cyclohexane was then distilled through a lofig packed column to 
yield SOB m is , , of dry  distilla te (melting point, 5% ) which wae 
stored over s o d iu m  w i r e .  F u r t h e r  r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n s  at th i s
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‘îitiîé purity of ’the‘^product;-,
after four récrÿ'ètulïlaatims' the dyoiohexame melted* àt B# 4% , ‘ ■.•
■ ' ■ ' '^ B ecause the ■ eiagle *drystal pie ce a; obtaimed Trom' grôWh of
the Origihéî' starting  m ateria l Add -shown ^ 'âUçA è  m arked  re f  idemeht,
i t  'decided'to Use ‘this' technique to  purify 'further the  ^ ' ' '-
'cycWié'^kWë Welting^at-B%, : It Was‘felt'tômt thls'wouid obviate 
the' Idng ohd'tédi'ous 'series 'o f red rystallisatlons which wouM 
dthërWiéeAe 'Aecèssary- ta  obtète the ; desired^ puré - m ateria l.
Ilsihg the 'purified  m ateria l it  Was  ^found ' that 'tii'e' c ry sta ls  which 
W érè-grown'Were âlù idst completely Clear,' only a  'sm hll'fraction 
near the top of the growth tube Was polycryetallihe* ■ - f t was 
decided to re tu rn  the upper half of these cry sta ls  for repurification 
and retain 'the- lower' half which m elted ' at 6 .48 (impurity
content iOS^Aôla %) for g r owth - Cf * the ' final - specimens^ ■ The 
crysta ls  grown from  the la tte r m ateria l had 'a m elting 'point of ■ ■
6 ,03%  (im purity content ,01  mole '
It was -never found neCèsséry to- degas #ie cyçlehexàme 
p rio r to  Crystal groivÉh, Thé capillary  tip  of the growth tube was 
filled by ' géntly boiling a sm all quantity of cyclohexane at the foot 
of’the tube after'-'which the 'rem ainder of the tube was charged*
The tube was sealed off with a  co rk  -and-sUspended in thé 
chamber. A, (figure B) by means of a  thread Connected to  the 
spindle ol the lowering motor*
The final c rysta l specimens were completely c lea r and
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<**0 * of all vislbî* ifefeets. Thoy w ere stored in, a deep freeze at
#25% . The c ry sta ls  w ere.never observed to  suffer therm al
'  ^ ' I  ^ ‘ • ' , * f . ' , ' . ' , Y u . * ! , .  , ' i < . 1 /  1 t . f ‘ ?
shock as a r e s u l t ,of .transfer frqm^ conditions at -7B%  to *ES%.
> ‘ :
The sixe of the  cry sta ls  .was from  8 to  10 c m .,. long and .
3 cm .,, in diam eter. They were removed, from  # e i r  growth 
tubes by warming the sides of the tube end sliding the cry sta ls  out. 
T |i. spfid cylindrical crystals ware, kept.In a sealed storage jar in 
the deep fy.eeze,. w»til requiseed, ,
pue to the size restrictions forced upon the growth tubes 
by the dimonsiona of the apparatus, as originally constructed, and 
also because of the tendency of the seal between A and B to  crack, 
an enlarged version of the apparatus described in f ig ., 3 was
' ' , . i, ■ i i . ' ■ : ; ■ , - ' I ' ■ ( . ' . . .  ■
constructed. The beaker B was replaced by a, copper can, 3S cm.
high and 13 'cm s. in diam eter, ttte pyrex tube. A, was replaced by 
a sim ilar tube Bp cm . .long and B c m .. ip diam eter.which was 
sealed by A raldlte into the base pf the copper can# This enlarged- 
Version allowed growth of bigger cry sta ls  and enabled a m ore 
rapid purification of cyclohexane to  be made. It was found, 
however, that wfth c ry sta l growth tubes having an Mside diam eter 
in excess of approximately ,3 cm. that the cry sta ls  tended to 
become pblycrystalllne.f This could perhaps have been due to the 
inability of the crystallising  m elt to  dissipate its  heat rapidly
. • ' ' ' ' - , * ' : '  ! • Ï 4 ' . . .  . A,
enough, to, the @.olid c ry sta l below it. The wider the cry sta l the
slower will be its  ra te  of heat tran sfe r from  the centre to  the
walls of the growth tube- m é  hence there' m ay he a .critical ^
diam eter beyond which single c ry s ta l growth is  not possible.
The size ©I the growth tubes used f  or purifying the cycldhexane- 
was usually about 30 cm* ■ long by^  3 ■ cm,' in  d iam eter. ■ -
;.al
An apparatus s im ilar'to  that a lread y 'described for 
cyclohexane c ry a ta l growth was used, 'the main difference 
between the two c ry s ta lllse rs  being the replacement- of the 
ac.etone/drlkold slush bath by a malm a# water cooled bath. The 
la t te r ’consisted of a  w ater'filled, insulated glass tim rm ostat tank, 
in  which was Immeraed. a' long copper coiled#tube through which 
mains#water w as, constantly passed* It; was found that the 
tem perature of the water"inldtis bath, when-stirred, fluctuated 
little, and was sufficiently stable fo r the purpose requi^^d* The 
, tem perature of the cold section of A --under these conditions was 
13%  # f,3C^. Heat fo r  the top section of the tube. A, was 
supplied a therm ostatted w ater bath as previously described, 
the tem perature mow being maintained at 60% . The freezing 
Isotherm al for the molten-.plvalic acid j 30. B%) lay about 1 cm. 
above the surface of .the cold w ater level to A.
Ils tog these conditl©ns..,and emiploytog a gro%#h ra te  of 
I , Z m m /hour, m  with the cyclohexane, It was found possible to 
grow good single c ry sta ls  every tim e. The apparatus to which 
the pivmllc aeM cry s ta ls  were grown was of nil g lass construction
2-5
''àW it wh©-possible to'observe grow# o l i te  crystal 4u the- ■ 
çrÿbteïMser.''■ ■’Tho-purificétimi'of:pivalie''aoM'Wan carried o #  by 
performing oao- ' sin.gle ' bryètel ' gr 6 # h  oii-n eamplo'ol plvalic néiê.
from  Mod0#o, B# D, , 'jTy e â g é # ' grade'- (m# p. 34# OE^C) J  rotnintog
'tW lower lïaMiîf i& 'clëàr-'stogie crystal ptoco mid grW4ng thè 
f to i  ' opbcfeiètto from tMs’ immterl#' (M,p# ’ '34* 94%) * - ''The ^
melting' politt ■ol'tlio- pivaito aCM *W #,e ftool crystole %yàq ' 
3S;3S%. lîmp'èrlty om tè#' .'@4 mol#i#- ' ' ' ' ' ' '
The crystals' W plvélic acM thus bbtateéd wore optically- 
oîénr '-'mâ ëppèdred isotropto through the poWWug" mtorosoop#,' 
'they woré'ewy to cut at'room tomperaiuro, bufwére # #  oa soft 
m  tW ' eyeWiexm# - cry$t*^d$* ■ No obvious cleavage ^gimm vm m  
imnû to exist, %kt it wéS posbiMé to Iracturo the crystals by 
dropping #em= ont# 'a ImW surfaoo, tim Iraç tœ on  occiurrodto o ■
' comptoteiyrmWomo&4'aSl'dom*' ' ■ ■ ■ '
2
2A. The P reparation  of Cyclohexane-Î-G 14 for Deposition.
The radioactive cyclohexane used for the tra c e r  studies 
was obtained from  the "Radiochemical Centre", Amer sham. .
The cyclohexane was contained as a vapour in a  breakseal tube, 
which contained • 1 me (mlUtcuries) of cyclohexane#l#C 14. The 
batch number of the sample was -  P /H  Mo., B14343 QWA 131.
hi o rder to  obtain a  reasonable working concentration of the 
radioactive m ateria l which was supplied at a  concentration of 
. 1 m c/m  mole, a theoretical estim ate was made of the specific 
activity which would yield a good penetration of activity into a 
cyclohexane c ry sta l from  a thin surface deposit.
%A. 1,Calculation of the D esired Activity for the Badloactlve Cyclohexane.
The calculation was based on the assumptions - 
(1) That m easurable diffusion would occur to a  depth of 100 m icrons.
(Z) That a  self#dlffusion coefficient of the order of 10" cm ^/sec .
would prevail.
(3) That the surface layer of the active cyclohexane would be
1 m icron deep.
(4) That a  count ra te  of ZOd/s would be obtained from, a slice
10 m icrons thick at a depth of 100 m icrons from  the crysta l 
surface.
(5) That the conditions would allow the valid application of a
\ diffusion equation derived for an infinitely thin source
 ^ diffustog from  a right end face into a sem i#W inite cylinder.
' i O'
The supposition of a diffusion coefficient of lO* cm  /s e e .
seemed reasonable on the basis of existing diffusion coefficients which 
have been published fo r m olecular solids 20). As sumption
number four was made to  o rder toat 4 reasonably accurate : 
m easurem ent of activity could be made to a fa irly  short tim e using an 
efficient counting system .
The estim ate, of the desired  activity is  based on mn equation 
which re la te s  the concentration of a  diffusing species a t a distance,
X (cW , from  the source.after a given tim e, t  (seconds), to  the 
diffusion coefficient, B, of the species (I). The equation is :-
G e^p I -  . . . Ï .I .
to which Q is  the .tottial activity of the source.
Qonsidertog a  diffusion tim e of 48 hours .and a diffusion coefficient of 
—' 1 0 2 "10 ■ c m '’/sec.-, the equation becomeS8-#
G c lOO.Q. es?p * |3 £ ^ x lO '^ .
31 X is  100 m icrons:-
C = 100.Q. es^ - / ’ (lOO)^ X 10’ ® X 10"^
= 37Q.
Allowing fo r a  count of 20d/s from  the la st slice 10yA4hick, the
voteme of the slice  Is, rr r %  =; 10 x 10*^ x I (assuming a c. s. a. of 1 cm%
ss 10"^ crn^,
and the number of counts from  the slice » €  x 10"^, the value of €  becomes
G a 2 X 10*® (c/Èà/cm^
This leads to an activity of BO0c/s fo r Q, or • 0l/«€.
(w
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K the smrface layey is  l/ithlelt* then the coiu^entyation oî the 
aarface layer i.e ^G/S)/cm , which givea:-
. Ca =
= . iOO G/Cm^’
s  ;. I m C /cm ^
lienee a eoneentralion of lOD/^G/em would provide aulflcient activity 
lo r  the surlace layer to  tolfil the conditions assumed. It was 
toarefore decided to dilute the cyclohexane to th is level lo r the 
experiment s,
L E, Dilution of Oyolohexaue# I-G14,
The apparatus used  for the dilution of the oyclohexan.e#l-OI4 
is  shown in  figure S. I m l, of pure cyèlohexauo (m ,p. 6 ,53% ) was 
pipetted into the storage bulfo (G), which was connected to  a vacuum 
system  used for the depositiona of the radioactive-cyclohexane, as to 
figure .8* The g la ss  meck, -F, (figure S) ■ used for entry of the pipette 
was then sealed off, and the cyclohexane in G degased by capltog G 
with liquid nitrogen and pumping on the cyciohexone, closing off bulb G 
and allowing it to  warm  up, before recooltog It and pumping again.
This cycle was repeated several tim es until no further gus could 'be 
detected.
With the m ercu ry  seal closed the -steel ball (B) was lifted over 
f and dropped on to  the breakseal of A, thus allowing the radioactive
 ^ vapour to condense tot.o G at liquid nitrogen temperature* The
constriction a t the top of C was sealed off leaving the radioactive
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cyçlohexané'i# '# 'ready  fé r  ■ whén rèqùWèd* ' 'T h e 'rad içac llv e■ '
e tré% & 'ef thé -cyéïqhéxMe îii G was ^ l # e r  ' checked Wd - was,- in- ' ■
'fact,- found te  be J l to C  'per'm L-'' ■
■ The P reparation  of RadioactivePivM ie Acid. ' ■' '
' " '" ''th e  obVieW' method' df ’préparation  of 'radioactive-piVéllé 
acid' was tô m a k e  iabélled’ié rto ;' ■ îlo%^eVér'it had been'AhoWh
that'#% orgahife aCid labelled With Whowed .sim ilar'diffusion'rates-
to a 'caxhoh# 14 labelled form'-(B7) ; ’ ■ The e lectrical conductivity ol ■
■ Wolid pivalic 'm iû  to  the plastic-phase has W eh shdim to 'be '
. hegligible'âmd th#: 'absence W proton 'diltosio#' la 'W 'crred I'BB). ■ -It 
thus hppeared that a  tritium  labelled 'form  of plVaflc acid - would'
Suffice fo r thè Beil#dlttoaioii'stodtos totèhded. ' ' '
■ ' 'Thé method of tritia tioh  'was simply to a lio#  a specific 
quantity of tr itla ted  w ater to undergo exchange w ith  h  Imown am om t 
of pivalic acid to a suitable vesse l. The apparatus used' fo r the  '■ 
tritto tioh 'ie  shown to figure d .  ' ' - ' -
'Thé source'of the trltto léd  w ater w as retatoed^to bulb A and 
'hud a concentration of 1 curie  p e t "'gram. ■ It was cut 'Off from the 
rem atoder of the apparatus 'by a 'm ercu ry  seal, 1, » The trm isfer of 
tritto ted  w ater was ca rried  out by allowtog the vapour p re ssu re  of 
the w ater to A to saturate the evacuated volume of bulb G, with 
valves 1 and E open and 3 shut* The- vapour p ressu re  was recorded 
on the manomet.èr; ■ B, ' and hence the quantity ,#{ water to the known 
volume of 0  could bè'calé’ulatéd.' Taps I , 4 and B w ere closed and
3 0
m<:#0me/DrKWl4%# .%.# 3 waa them 
opemed tmà -the ;vap#w ftom ' C  ^allowed te  '^m â m m  Isiio D .altear >vhiah 
tap 3 -waa eloaedé  ^ The lemgth ef the. 'Wateac eel'umm -#  D pyevWed a 
seeomclagey ttmm^ of meaewtngg th e  #at,er'tymE*femred from; A# : ■ The 
# a te r  W 'B' wma - msed-for ttitlmtlem * n ^  hy opmtmg the meremry:-.aeal (4) 
ahCmlîowhtg the ¥/afer t e  eomcleaee'îmtO'Si ■ ■-
' The.tritiallom -of’.th# pivalic aeW was ear^tW  -omt as W Ip ^ s ,
A piece "of. 3 mm.- i here -tmhWg: - w t  a t erne emd to  form  a
;sealed= oapiilary  tip. and the. other' end of-the tnhe.(lT 10 ome long* ,
.wanMooted to m 'Tom, -glass tnhe hy zmeapa of a constriction#- ' : To 
thl;0-latter-tnbing'Wi^^ -nlw Joined the exchange b ttlb .te ),, 15 oms long 
h f  E'Otm- In ,dlam#ar# and % B14 cone.. , A; sample of piirallc acid 
(m .p. 35* 3% ) and weighing, approximately t  gram, was put into 
bulb* E* and the' side,extension iyas joined to  the iraouum line by the 
B14 con#, and socket 04# -, :
D and E w ere then cooled in liquid nitrogen and valves 4 and 
5 opened to  allow $he evacuation "of the extension, a fte r \^hteh tap 5 
was shut and D -was warmed up# thereby allowing the contents of D 
to condense into B.- ■ ■ The m ercury  seal, (4) was oloaed and E- brought 
to room  tom peraturej on further- warming of M the contents 
vapourlsed and oondeneed fe U'tldn layer.over the walls of E . ■ The 
acid and.w ater were left in contact for several hours -with occasional 
warming- of E to  # e l t  the  acid* At the end of the exchange, period 
the acid was all d istilled  into B by warming.the res.t of #.e extension.
3 1
'Valve 4 'was opened and' the w ater vapour pumped' off from  IB, by 
■àWowihg thaï W ib'to 'warm' up 'until the aCM started  to condense on 
'the tubhig' ouWlth # ,  at which point valve'4 wag closed# The 
•pIVaïlc acid- Whs ' Ûxén di'stilled'- into tmbe F , ' which was removed 'from 
the line  by fushig 'the Coh^tridtlon above' F  'forming a sm all hook at 
the top of F # ' ' ' '
it wà'S'ho'téd* mb the 'plValie 'ao'id wafme'd up tesMe-tha sealed 
tube* ■ ' that-' i t  tended' to  'clarify M the ' solid btatè# ' ' The tube was 
Irahbferred 'to -a eryata l growing apparatus and a stog ie 'crystal was 
grown frOM''the acid-'toereto# The cryatai obtained'was perfectly 
c lea r 'and' m elted a t SS#'3^€* ' Only the centre portion^ of the crysta l 
was retained fo r use to tfa c e r  experim ents. The spécifie activity 
of the add 'thus ' obtained wag . S/^O/mg#
3  2
Deposition of a Thin F ilm  of €yclohexane«l^Gl4 on to a Single 
Oryatal of Gyclohexane*
Two methods of depositing a thin film  of cyclohexane on to a 
cyciohexane crysta l, appeared possible# The f ir s t  was to •smear* a 
thin film  of liquid cyclohexane on to  the surface# This method 
suffers from  two prtocipal disadvantages one resu lts  from  the high 
volatility of cyclohexane and the second from  Its very  low heat of 
fusion# /*• S3 hcals/m ole (54)y# The la tte r would probably cause 
pitting or dissolution of the c rysta l surface by the liquid, an 
occurrence which would alm ost certainly affect the resu lts  of a 
diffusion experiment# It was decided, therefore, to concentrate on 
the second method which was based on the condensation of 
cyclohexane vapour on to  the cold surface of a crystal# This 
technique could u tilise  the high volatility of cyclohexane and would 
be m ore likely to  produce an even surface film  without the 
disadvantages of the f ir s t  method#
Because solid cyclohexane exerts  a considerable vapour 
p ressu re  near its  melting point, (6# SS^C), it was necessary  to cool 
the crysta l to a low tem perature, but not less than at which
point cyclohexane undergoes a crystallographic phase transition .
In in itial experim ents ca rried  out at atm ospheric p ressu re , 
cyclohexane was evaporated onto a c ry sta l cooled with powdered 
Drikold# The crysta l was mounted in a  b rass holder which was 
seated in a socket at the top of a g lass tube containing some liquid
T==
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cyclokescane, ## aîümimlwW tafay fitted rew d the heldé*', tfés heed to 
aeetaim the DrikoM. 'Oo'warming'thèlidhid oÿclolié:^ëne it''' '■'
eva^^oràtëd. ' bht'when thé vapôtir'reached'thé crystal thé îattêr- ' 
tended to m elt with the heat from 'thé' hohdénaWg 'cyélohé^éne.
' It 'Waé dèeîded’ that^ 'déposition nndér vaéwm ' wonid givé te t te r  
réanlta since thé heat rëqutoéd for evaporation al th e 'cÿOlohexane 
côhld foé reduOed. ‘' Ah apparatus w hs'Construited for thle purpoée 
(fig., t , )  and some lhaprôvement was hotiéèd. An outer bras© 
casing (A) wa© made for the cry sta l holder (D), éuch that only a 
well«defihéd a rea  (B) -of the' crysta l' surface was estpOOed to  the 
condensing vapour^'' Thé casing also served 'as a contact between 
the c rysta l holder and thé flat glass flange (F) Of the evaporation 
unit# contact between the b rass  holder and the greased flahge was 
secured by two thick-gauge aluminium plates held together by four 
retaining ' ©crews, the lower plate served as a  holder for the Drikold 
coolant#' ■ When the crysta l had 'been mounted and Cooled, the liquid 
cÿclohexane in C w as fa^o^en and the apparatus evacuated with taps 1 
and â'open, 'tap 'l' w as'then cloa'ed and the cycioheacane in C / warmed 
up# 'Evaporation occur'red, but it was found that the liquid in '6  
tended tc  boil and spatter, Sohi'e cyclohe%ane was deposited'on B, 
but sublimation had also taken place from  the crysta l during the 
évacuation, ' and the seal between A and D tended to  leak. A m ore 
efficient system  was obviously required, and the following 
conditions w ere now considered desirab le f or th e  d e p o s it io n
ta C f
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technique. *
I , The evaporation should be ea rried  out tinder vacuum,
E, ■ The cyclohoKane crysta l should be cooled to  a  tem perature  
of th e ’o rder of *70% , at which tem perature Its vapour 
p re ssu re  fe , 084 m m ,
3, ' Thé cyclohesgane should be stored as a  vapour p rio r to
deposition,
■ '. The la s t condition was possible because of the high vapour 
p ressu re  which cycloheKane has a t'room  tem perature, 6, S cm s, at 
15% , An apparajtus of the type illu stra ted  in fig*, B was 
constructed as a  m eans of tran sferrin g  desired  amounts of 
cycîohe^Kîàiiie from  à  source to  the c ry sta l surface.
The source was contained in bulb A and was sealed off from  
the rem ainder of the system  by a m ercury  float valve. I, which 
served to  prevent contamination of the cyclohe%ane by stopcock 
grease and vice v ersa . When a sample of cyclisAemane was 
required for deposition, taps Ê, 3 w d  4 were opened and I and 6 
closed, tap S was then opened to allow evacuation of the system , 
after which taps 5 and 3 w ere closed and the cyclohexane in A 
cooled to  liquid nitrogen^.temperature. The m ercury  seal (1) was 
then opened and the cyclohe^ane allowed to warm up until the 
vapour p ressu re  reg is te red  on the m anom eter, D, reached a 
desired  value, a t which point tap Z and the m ercury  seal were 
closed. Thus a quantity of cyclohexane vapour was sealed off in B
XX
X
THE DEPOSITION UNIT
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a t  aimcwn tem peratu re  and p ressu re . Since the volume of the 
space between •tapé E' and 3' was kndw% ' it  was possible ‘to  estim ate 
the amoimt-' ef:CycWhê%Wé''h% B; -'Any d èé ired  Cjrclohèmne
could be tran sfe rred 'fro m  A  'at rdom -'tém pèraturé'by'trapping out a 
se ries  of Imown quantities from  B and storing these in bulb G.
B incethe seal -betweeiW th e  cry sta l ■'holder and the’glass 
flange a s ‘previbnsly arranged had not proved very efficient, the 
cover"-of-thé’'holder w as-redesigned as in iig éÿ '9. * A hexagonal 
casing'''W" welded'to a  flange |B) -was 'made, with a  ' recess-k% the 
face-of the flange- to take- a-î^ygon V, B .''19, *0*' ring (€);■ The 
casing 'was shaped to allow it to fee tightened onto the b a rre l of the 
crysta l'ho lder i'D) w ith the aid. of a  spanner,-‘the'whole unit was 
constructed of b rass , ■ The'thread between the casing and the 
b arre l was' gr'easéd withsilicOne groaSéi'.fehtit WaO fourni to  leak 
under a- high vachum. T his'fau lt’w as rem edied fey winding - 
•Threudseal* tapé roUnd the crysta l holder, thus tightening the Join 
between the holder ■ and -casing and leading to  a vacuum tight seal.
The c ry sta l holding unit'w as Joined'to th e’'vacuum line fey an‘*G* 
ring seal'between the flange of the Crystal holder and an 'Edwards 
F ,G , IB, f la t‘glass'flange,' The la tte r  was sealed to  a BÏ4 cone 
through a vacuum stopcock and-could fee removed from- thé vacuum 
system  when desired ’,'■'! see fig*-8)
With’the arrangem ent -as outlined above • i t  was 'found 
possible to  achieve a. -high vacuum seal between the c rysta l holder
3  6
and the deposition apparatus without the use of fWing plates. This 
was only possible If the *0» ring was properly greased with Edwards* 
High Vacuum silicone grease, the creation of the vacuum feeing 
sufficieht to  form  a étrong ..bond at the *0* ring. The cooling of 
the crysta l had not yet reached the desired  level of efficiency, 
©ufelimation still occurred at high vacuum. The coolant used at 
th is  stage vras an acetohe/Drlkold s lu rry  which was contained in am 
aluminium tray  fitted round the c rysta l holder.
It was then attempted to  cool the crystal using a ‘Cellosene* 
pad soaked in liquid nitrogen, the pad was laid over the top of the 
crystal holder and the nitrogen poured onto it. This cooled the 
crysta l very rapidly, but led to 'overcooling* of the crystal, 
causing the occurrence of the phase transition  at *86% , which 
destroyed the single crysta l character of the cycloheacane.
Controlled cooling vras obviously required  m%d a method of 
determining the crysta l tem perature was evolved. The method 
involved the use of a calibrated therm isto r and the arrangem ent is 
illustrated  in figs, 9 and 10,
The top surface of the b rass  flange was covered with a cork 
m at (M) v/hich fitted round the hexagonal casing, the base of the 
mat was a tuck to a stiff polythene form er (F) cu t to  the shape of 
the cork. Between the cork and F  a hole was bored which 
allowed a tlierm isto r (T) to  fee inserted  as fa r  as the b rass 
casing. Above the cork was a thin polythene sheet (F) over
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whicli' wàB '■ paU wïticli was kept- to’ ptocb by the ' -
tocattog rod (I/) of toe ètrysthl hoMe)?»
to oacdeSf to  caîlbi^âte the therm isto r (T) to  read  the 
teh iperaturé of the cÿÿsfat to the hbMer^a wak' block -'(W). wds ■ 
tooiinted to the holder totd O' stmtoard therm isto r (S) was Inserted 
to' thé' waic (fighre 1 0 ) v ■ The" ho lder'-was moanted on top of a glass 
fïaïige àM  some Uquid nitrogen poured onto the pad (B) é 
EéétstahOe' r èM togs were 'taken'from  the two- therm isto rs while 
the c ry sta l was cooltog aiid again as it warmed Up. to tM s way it 
was possible' to' m atch tlie tem perature of th ë 'block (W) with the* 
resistance of the therm isto r (T)^ located to the cork rtog  on the 
outside of thé holder, see tablé ISA! below* The resis tance  of T 
ahd '$ were -measured^ by an'ohmeter" and a Wheatstone bridge ■ 
circuit' respectively . ' ^
Tabto1.'àA, 1.' ■'
Resistance of therm isto r (T)
‘ ' . ■ * V ' • (_d) ■ ’ • ' ■ '
Eesistance of thermfetor {S}
(fi.)
Temp, °C
. ■' ! ., ' . Cooling Warming of crystal
1, 000 1,108 1,200 - 30®C
2,000 3,400 3, 600 - 52%
3.000 4,300 5,300 - 58 %
S, 000 11, 000 12,000 - 71°C
6,000 ' 12,400 13,000 - 74%
7, 000 18,000 20,000 - 81%
10, 000 23, 000 26,000 (- 90)
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’ : V tlië:tem perature cl Wi-‘caîlbralion, 
to;M.appro5dimatemne, • àt'Bt'ss.'S, 000 t  TW % »72 't '
■ - . -  anüat'Rls's 6^000' 'r W  S'fcf4Î'VS%
.. • ' ; \ ' ; ■. ; V ;,- ; • i / '. '• i but #  ■ was'"felt tha t the-' accuracy was 
suf f to ié #  for ' tlie' purpipse ' r  e^u'to ed& - ' '"The '#MpeW ture- of - thé * - 
crÿàta l withto' the  ^ holder " coùW no#  bO' determ toed, and ' i t  Was 
fùmiû' possible: té ' c a r ry  'but controlled cobltog ushig liquid 
Mtrogea#--' ■ :TW; reaW anCb of’tlte therm istor,' T,' whb kept a t ’a  
^^ue;bet#eeii-S,'0O'Ô=îéhd€, OOO'Ohma -^ C'Otreapohdtog'io* a  Cryatal' • 
tem perature =of ■ - S%);, ' during' the deposition period,' ' 'The tim e
■, required-tO' cool # e /c ry s ta l  to  ^ the desired 'tem peratu re  was w ry
■ nmoïV reduced/and;hmidling'made emSier'é W e  the coulant-waa- '
, esaeutlally-a d ry  mm* V '
■ ^ . II ‘ :'T%#'attatomeut of good--$urface deposits'%Wa now possible, 
but'It was louud' that some of the cyelohexane tended to  condense 
mi toe cold stem  of toe glass flange* A ■nichrome tape healer 
wound ro'uad the stem , see fig*, 9, prevented th is  occurring, toe 
resistance of toe heater was 40 ohms and a cu rren t of • B amps 
•provided sufficient heat.
The rem aining problem  lay in-providing a fla t c ry sta l 
surfac# on which to  make toe deposition and in preventing 
OoUlamtoatlon of the rem ainder of the crystal, by toe deposit*
Because too crysta l was' cubic there  was no obvious need 
to make the deposition on any -specific' crysta l face since Isotropic
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âitîuslùn-v/fL^. to;h^ % ;% ecl;:!)eem ,pf0vtq% sly  whgn _
QtoWng_c x y # a t.ppeclme#®, ^ t h a t y e r y  smooth.face wasTeft 
ott th© crysta l a fte r rem eval of à  .aamber, ©f. slices, aad It was 
decided to  p repare  a  .crystal f,açe,{oy.4®pes.itiott.ln .thât .çaanner.
I ^  I t. ' . ' . f -I ' > t » I '
The.' adyW agee,of th is  method w ere,, that .a. flat..crystal .face..
, ,  ^ ! I T  , ! , , 4  )  ^ ' i  ^ ' . ' "  t % ' = 1 .
would^e oney to  A .
radioncliye: laypr AjlffupiW  ^mnmeal#-, it  wouM be
poaeible to  repStguthé crysta l withJhe.raiii^rotome Wade In#' ,
, _,,yrith IB end in ■ view the locating,rod .of.# e  cry sta l holder 
was.shaped ,ep tha t.it çouM’be/returned,,t,p a,ftoad-positioii in..the, 
brqss ;%%pwtimg block. This was achieved by malting, a fit 
betw^f^^ j^tbe,. rod  and^lt© seating In the block and machining a flat 
on to the rod so th a t ,the retaining ..screw in  the Wnok sat into the 
flat of the rod. ■ The Importance of .accurate Wifntiaent of the 
crysta l p rio r to  sectioning after, a. diffnaion e # e r im e n t has been 
investigated by SÎHH.H ET AhtA. (S9) who calculated that for a 
m isalignm ent ,of w  e r ro r  of B% could be introduced into the
, * ' • , ' ■ - » , . * A'
resn lt of the diffusion, experiment.
During any diffusion experim ent.the m icrotom e and the 
b rass  block thereon w ere fixed in pp#tlon  by locking screwm 
a lte r the preparation, of the c ry sta l face, „ so that the c ry sta l .could 
be returned to exactly the  ^same position,. .before sectioning.
to o rder t.O;'restrict the deposition a rea  of the c rysta l face*
4 ' ;0 -
thé brass ilmige plate was screwed up as far as the face and to 
prevent excessive distortion bf toe iatter^m.minute' rim was made: 
on the inside of toe flmige round the centrai orifice, this sat onto 
toe crystal face and prevented toe spread of the radioactive 
depoisit over'toe* .crystal.'' The Crystal holder, was clamped in a 
vice and a spanner used to screW toe flange cover over the holder 
until the lattez' just touched the face of-toe crystal* ‘ During this: 
operation condensation from toe atmosphere tended to blanket the 
Cold crystal surface, a piece of sellotape stuck across the opening 
of the flange prevented this occurring* • ' ' After tightening too 
flange onto the holder the sellotape whs easily removed before* the 
crystal was mounted Onto" the precooled glass.flange piece, wîUch 
was then transferred to toe vacuum line for the deposition.
The procedure thus evolved for making toe radioactive 
deposition is  sum m arised below*
1* The desired quantity of eyclohexane vapour was transferred
ta bulb B, {figure S) from the source in A* -
f >
2. The barrel of the crystal holder was bound with threadseal
tape and a piece of transparent sellotape stuck across the 
orifice of the flange cover#
3* The crystal holder was clamped in an upright x^psition on a
small clamp Btai# and toe holder, the flange cover and the 
glass flange piece, were put into the deep freeiae*
4* The O ring was placed on to  the greased surface of the
glass flange end the top surface of the O ring covered 
with a layer of silicone grease*
5* A piece of cyclohexane crystal was shaped, placed in the
holder and the retailing cap screwed on*
6# The crystal holder was fixed into the brass block of the
microtome ctock and aligned so that the crystal and 
holder ware almost perpendicular to the blade of the 
microtome* The crystal waC then sliced until a 
smooth face.was obtained, at which point the microtome 
was locked In position and the flange cover partially 
screwed on.
7* The holder and cover were removed from the block and
cooled With powdered Drikold before being removed from 
the deep freeze to a vice, wdiere the flange cover was 
screwed up to the face of the crystal.
8* The crystal holding unit was returned to the deep freegie,
the sellotape removed, the unit mounted on to the flange 
piece and the parts for the liquid nitrogen cooler fitted on 
to the holder.
9* The whole device was then transferred to the vacuum lime,
the thermistor was inserted and the crystal cooled to -70^ C. 
The flange heater was switched on and taps 4, S, 6 and 7 
(figure S) opened to evacuate sections C and F , Tap 5 
was quickly closed and tap S Immecliately opened to allow
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thé active .vapéW' to 'to-toe ' crystal faéé. : ■'
AppraxW&tèly amè' mimuté 'wms .allowed for this, alter 
' w hich 'taps'6 and’7'w e r e ' . d o a n d  section and the ' ■ 
dryetàl lioMér i’êtûthëd W the deep' Iroagne, where the 
'■ hpMer waé rétiiçvèd hÿ'opemhg'tap 7* ' ■ '  A  mica- cover - was 
dam ped  over the b rasa fîâh g é to 'seà î' off toe -Crystal and 
its'■deposit. • ' ‘ " ' ' - - • - - -
A moasure -of the efficiency of thé deposition- could be 
obtained by a -comparison of toe pressure' readings on the 
manometer, exerted by the' cyclohexame vapour In bulb B, before 
and after thé deposition. Any excess cyolohexane was always 
trapped oUt In B after a déposition. ' •
A 'test Carried out showed tha t approximately 50% of toe 
available radioactivity was deposited on the c rysta l face and for a 
typical deposition Of I mg*,' a  surface layer 2<microns thick would 
be form ed,' - ■
Deposition of à  Thin BTIm of Radioactive Fivalic'A cid on to a 
Single C rystal of F lyalic Acid*
Since the technique of vacuum deposition had proved 
successful with cyclohexane It was toought that a sim ilar 
procedure should be used in toe case of pfvallC acid,
Tim design of the crystal holder and toe means of 
co llecting  it to toe vacuum line w ere identical with too a# 
previously described-fdr cyclohexanè. Because-of its  higher
BT h .
FIG. II.
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PIVALIC ACID EVAPORATOR
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melting point (35* S^G) miâ low vapour pressure at room 
temperature, it was not necessary to use a complex cooling 
system during the deposition on the pivallc acid crystals. The 
method of transfer of the radioactive pivallc acid from the source 
to the crystal was different from the case of ,cy< l^chexane because 
of its low vapour pressure at normal temperatures. The means 
of vapourisation employed was a small platinum boat heater in 
which the sample to be evaporated was placed. The use of a 
heater of this type was thought to be advantageous because of its  
low heat capacity,/which would mean a rapid temperature response 
to the applied voltage, and because of the simplicity with which 
such an evaporator could be designed. The evaporating system  
is  shown in f ig ., 11, along witli the electrical system whidh 
supplied the current lor the heater.
The evaporator consisted of an F .0 .  IS flat glass flange 
sealed to a B14 cone through a vacuum stopcock. Tungsten wires 
bent at a suitable angle were sealed through the stem of the glass 
flange and a small piece of platinum in the shape of a boat (B) was 
silver*soldered to the top ends of the wires, such that the boat lay 
just beneath the surface of the flange. It was found that a piece 
of pivaiic acid, placed in the boat, evaporated at atmospheric 
pressure, when the current through the heater was raised to 
S ampa. The control of the current was carried out by adjusting 
the output of the vartac transformer (V) to the heavy duty
4 4
transformer (H), which supplied the h e a t e r B y  see in g  a glass 
plate across the flange and evaporating somè pivaiic acid from  
the heater under vacuum, an even film  of pivaiic acid was formed 
on the glass*
when carrying out a deposition the crystal'was cooled ’ 
slightly below room température, by ailowing cold nitrdgen gas to 
flow over it. The procedure was to prepare the crystal face as 
described for cyclohexane, but without the need fer any low  
temperature arrangements. A small quantity of radioactive 
plvalid acid was placed in the boat, about Ï m g., and the crystal 
holder placed in position over the flange , The combination was 
tlien fitted to thé vacuum line, the crystal Cooled, the déposition 
evacuated and the connexion to the vacuum line shut off. The 
current was switched on to the heater and slowly raised to 9 amps 
over a period of approximately 1 minute and then switched off.
The crystal and depositor were removed from the vacuum line 
and thé crystal face sealed off by k piece of mica such that 
intimate contact was made between the mica and the flange face. 
With a successful déposition It was not possible to observe the 
deposition on the face of the crystal Itself, but a trade of White 
film on thé flange surrounding the crystal face was evidence of a 
good deposit.
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THE DIFFUSION EXPERIMENTS
(A) r n Q h o m m m L
The main problem» which arose during the diffusion 
experiments were a result of the low melting temperature of 
cyclohexane [  6.55%  (54) y ,  and Its high vapour pressure at 
temperatures well below the melting point.
Because of the low melting point of cyclohexane^all 
handling of the material had to be carried out in a deep freeze, 
or with the aid of such coolants as solid carbon dioxide and 
liquid nitrogen. The condensation of water vapour from the air 
on samples of cycldhexane at these low temperatures^had also to 
be avoided. The vapour pressure of cyclohexane at *45% is  as 
high as 1 mm. and it r ises  to 40 mm. at the melting point.
Thus evaporation at these temperatures under normal conditions 
could be a serious hazard, especially If it resulted in lo sses of 
radioactivity from the deposit during a diffusion run. Since it 
was hoped to carry out diffusion measurements within the 
temperature range quoted above# some means had to be found# 
whereby evaporation could be eliminated, or reduced.
The lo ss  of radioactive cyclohexane from the surface 
could affect the experiment in two ways.
(1) If the initial surface deposit diminished at an appreciable 
rate, durhig the course of a dhtfusion experhnent, due 
to evaporation, the results obtained would be meaningless,
4  6
since diffusion would be occurring under undefined 
conditions*
(A ContamJnetlon of crystal faces other than the one on 
which the deposit was initially made, could occur by 
condensation of radioactive cyclohexane vapour on 
these surfaces. This could then cause false measurements 
of radioactive penetration due to a diffusion process, 
since one would be measuring activity due to diffusion 
and surface contamination, 
ft was necessary therefore, to take precautions to 
avoid errors arising from the aforementioned causes, 
t A. 1.  M m m o  THE
P M E M i m ...
Since the technique developed for carryteg out the 
deposition of radioactive cyclohexane required that the crystal be 
mounted in a vacuum-tight holder, and because the latter had 
been designed to prevent contamination of toe crystal surfaces, 
as in figure (9), it was felt that a vapour tight seal across the 
opening of toe flanged cover, would be sufficient to provide good 
protection for the crystal and its deposit during a diffusion 
experiment.
I The sealing off, of the flange face, was carried out by
clemaping a flat glass plate,covered with a thin film  of silicone 
grease, over the flange of the crystal holder after the deposition
— f -------- u M ------------
■ ...... — K
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FIG 12. SEAL FOR THE CRYSTAL 
HOLDER
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had been carried out. The glass plate was mounted on a 
wooden base and held against the surface of the flange by a 
strong «Quickfit* clip.
The crystal holder and cover were then put in a liquid 
tight can which was immetBed in the thermostat bath for the 
duration of the diffusion run* '
This method proved unsatisfactory for several reasons. 
The use of silicone grease to ensure a good seal between the 
glass and the brass flange sometimes led to contamination of 
the crystal surface, which rendered sectioning of the crystal 
unsatisfactory. The reason for the contamination was that the 
gap between the crystal face and the glass cover was so narrow 
( * 5 mm), that any movement of the flange against the glass 
caused a build up of grease, which fouled the crystal surface. 
txi addition, it was felt that absorption of radioactive cyclohexane 
by the layer of grease might occur, thus spoiling the conditions 
for the experiment. A final hazard of the method, was that the 
glass cover sometimes cracked during the sealing off process.
An alternative to ||a s s  was required, and one which 
would need no grease to provide intimate contact witli the face of 
the flange. Mica was found to be an ideal substitute. A sheet 
of mica (M) fixed to rni aluminium plate (A) on top of a cork 
base (B) mounted in a brass cover (G) was held tight against the
flange (F) of the crystal holder, by screwing the brass cover on
to the flange rim of the holder. The arrangement Is shown In 
figure 12. The cork base served as a spring holding the mica 
to the flange face, forming a good seal to preserve the deposit 
and the crystal*
Since in this form the crystal in its holder was completely 
liquid tight, it was decided to dispense with the can and lower 
the crystal holder directly into the thermostat bath. This had 
the advantage that a very rapid temperature equilibrium would be 
established between the bath liquid and the crystal, so reducing 
any error which might be involved by a slow response of the 
crystal temperature to its surroundings.
An experiment was carried out to ensure that the crystal 
did^in factorespond quickly to the temperature the bath. A 
wax block was inserted in the crystal holder and a calibrated 
thermistor was embedded in the wax. A brass cover with a 
welded copper tube was screwed over the flange of the crystal 
holder, the tube serving as an outlet for ,the thermistor leads, 
which were Incorporated in a Wheatstone bridge circuit. The 
crystal holder was cooled to about *80% with liquid nitrogen, 
and then immersed in the thermostat bath at *40%, the rate of 
temperature change of the wax block whs followed by measuring 
the resistance change of the thermistor. The result of the 
trial is  shown in table 1.
TABLES 1.4. (1). Rate of response of crystal temperature to
the tempeirature oi its swreundiiig».
Time (SecoMs)
Tem pérature câ 
Wax BlockC^q)
0 30 60 90 120 150
72 -54 -43 -41 -40 .4 -40 .1
40 -40 -40 -40 -40 -40
Because of the rapid attainment by the wax crystal of the bath 
temperature, it was decided that no appreciable error would be 
involved by assuming the crystal came to temperature immediately 
after its immersion in the thermostat# The slight delay on 
warming of the crystal would, theoretically, lower the 
observed value of the diffusion coefficient#
. A# a. g aMT AMJMAx iQyf ■ M , BAP.iûAS.XEg .
A.
It was found, using the technique previously described 
for mounting the cyclohexane crystals and for protecting the 
radioactive deposit, that satisfactory results could be obtained at 
temperatures up to *30^0 without any apparent loss of cyclohexane. 
At temperatures greater than this, lo sses of cyclohexane from  
the crystal surface were experienced# That, in fact, at 
temperatures below ~30%, the conditions were satisfactory, was 
supported by the results of some end^window counts of the 
surface decrease of the crystal activity during a diffusion 
experiment^ as shown in a later section#
In order to ensure that activity had not penetrated down 
the sides of the crystal during the deposition <d the radioactive 
cyclohexane, a crystal was sectioned immediately after 
deposition# The result is  shown in table 2#
TABBB I# 4, 2
DISTBIBÜTIOH OF ACTIVITY ON THE CHYSTAH 
FOLLOWING DEPOSITION OF THE RADIOACTIVE
FILM
Perpendicular D istance
from the Crystal Surface 0*15 15-30 3(|-45 45-60 60-75
(Microns)
Activity of Section (d/second) 874 14 0 0 0
The activity observed in the second slice was probably due to 
contamination of tlie knife blade, during the secticming process, 
from the highly active first section# The remainder of the 
sections showed no sign of activity and it was therefore assumed 
that the method of deposition was satisfactory. A further 
proof of the absence of contamination of the sides of the crystal 
was obtained by removing the sides of a crystal, prior to 
sectioning, after a diffusion experiment (No# 5)* The result 
obtained for self-diffusion in this crystal was similar to the 
value obtained for self-diffusion in another crystal at the same 
temperature, the sides of vhich had not been shhved (No# 4) #
This fact coupled with the evidence from table 2, showed that no
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significant contamination of the crystal by radioactive cyclohexane 
was occurring during the course of a dîlfuaion experiment.
A.3 . Tm:. A%ÜBE_JrHBRMOSTAT
m m .
The thermostat used for the diffusion runs was supplied 
by M essrs. Townson and Mercer under the trade name of 'The 
Minus 70 Thermostat Bath'* An illustration of the essentials of 
the bath Is shown In figure 13*
Basically the thermostat consisted of two fifteen litre  
Dewar flasks connected by a liquid flow pump (F). The right 
hand Dewar vessel (A) contained a metal heat exchange chamber 
(B) which was surrounded by the coollAg source# and the left 
hand Dewar vesse l (O) held the bath liquid^ which was cooled by 
pumping it through the closed heat exchanger (B) * The pumping 
action was continuous but the flow could be shut off by a gate 
valve to) which was activated by a relay (E) working in 
conjunction with a thermistor temperature control circuit. The 
control device allowed $ he temperature to be maintained over 
long periods within an accuracy of at least t  , i% , Yariati«m of 
the resistance of the thermistor# which was incorporated in a 
Wheatstone bridge circuit# served to actuate the relay and control 
the rate of heat exchange taîdng place In B# and hence the 
temperature of the liquid in G*
The bath was prepared for use by filling the Dewar
5 g
vessel (G) with methylated spirits and charging the vesse l (A)# to 
two thirds of its capacity# with a slurry of methylated spirits and 
Drikold. Under titese conditions and operating tlie thermostat at 
a hath temperature of it was found that the supply of
coolant would last for 48 hours without replenishment.
& .4 .  T i m ...
Prior to carrying out a diffusion run the thermostat was 
charged and the bath set to the desired temperature# by means of 
a potentiometer# which formed part of the thermistor control 
circuit. The temperature of the bath was measured by means of 
a calibrated thermistor (T) immersed in the bath liquid of 0»
The resistance of the thermistor was measured using a 
Wheatstone bridge circuit# which allowed the resistance to be 
measured to five significant figures.
The prepared crystal in its holder was lowered into C at 
the end of a long wire# such that the holder was suspended W the 
bath liquid adjacent to the thermistor (T). At the end of the 
diffusion time the holder was removed from the bath and the 
crystal mounted for sectioning in the deep freeze. Because the 
time which elapsed between ttie removal irf the crystal from the
I
thermostat tmd the commencement of sectioning of the crystal, 
was slight# usually le ss  than two minutes# and since this delay 
would be compensated for by the short temperature adaption 
time when the crystal was put into the thermostat (Table 1.4.1)#
RESISTANCE [n*IÔ^]
m  n
.5 3
it was considered that the time for diffusion would be given by 
the period during which the crystal was actually In tlie bath.
The temperature deviation which occurred during a 
typical experiment is  shown in table 3# below* The thermistor 
used for measuring th^ temperature of the thermostat bath was a 
S.T.G,# F . 3?, low temperature thermistor# which had been 
calibrated against an ammonia vapour pressure thermometer 
for the temperature range -30^0 to •70^C* A graph of the 
resistance v temperature characteristics is  shown in figure 14, 
TABLE 1 .4 ,3 .
THE TEMPEHATÜHB VAKIATION DURING EXPERIMENT
No, 6
Time: Pay 1 3,45 p, m. 3,30 4.30 5.00
Temperature: «*44,80 -44.70 -44,67 -44.70
Time: Day Z 9,00 awM, 10,30 12 p.m . 3,30
Temperature -44,67 -44,65 -44.70 -44,65
The maximum deviation of temperature during Ihe run was
' « 15^0 which corresponds to a control accuracy of Î  , 075^0,
A.* 5,  Æ ÎË3imm ,£BQfiKSSt
The temperatures and diffusion tim es for each experiment 
are shown below. Preliminary experiments were carried out at 
various temperatures and from these trials It was decided that 
diffusion tim es of the order of Z4 hours would be required at
5-60^0, decreasing to 2 or 3 hours at -30^0. The tim es were 
long enough to allow sufficient penetration dÊ radioactive 
material into the bulk of the crystal# such that a reasonable 
measurement of diffused activity could be made,
TABLE L 4 ,4
THE DlFFUdlON PERIODS AND TEMPERATURES 
FOB THE DIFFUSION EXPERIMENTS
E2tp,»Jm,nt:
Numb,r
1 2 3 4 5
Temper atiwe 
(®G)
",31.5 -37 .5 -39.0 -44.8 -44.8
DlffueloÀ Time 
(Minutes)
135 213 234 1350 450
Experiment
Number
y I'o 9 :6
Temperature
l®G) -50.0 -57 .5 -62.6 -57 .5 -48 .2
Di#usion Time 
(Minutes) 668 8570 2090 1440 728
B. MIHIAUQ AÇM
The experimental procedure with regard to the diffusion 
experiments on pivalic acid was very similar to that developed 
for cyclohexane.
There was In this case no need to employ any special 
methods for handling the crystals which melted at 35 ,5^ G# and
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the vapour pressure of the solid was very much lower than that of 
cyclohexane. This meant the elimination of any handling 
difficulties and reduced the chance of error due to evaporation.
The crystal was contained and sealed in the same way as the 
cyclohexane had been and the diffusion measurements were made 
in a thermostat bath which operated from O^ C to 40^G,
Temperature control of the bath was by means of a 
toluene regulator and Sunvlc# N409, electronic relay, which 
allowed the temperature to be controlled to - ,05  C, The bath 
which was surrounded by an ice/water mixture at temperatures 
below 35^C, was heated by a 750 watt, metal immersion heater. 
The temperature of the bath was measured by a N, F , bira.btd
thermometer.
The temperature range of the diffusion measurements on 
pivalic acid was limited by the phase transition temperature of 
6^G and the melting point, 3 5 ,5^G, hi fact the temperature 
range covered was from 7^C to ZZ^Q and it was found tliat 
diffusion in this range was very rapid.
The latter property of pivalic acid meant that the time 
allowed for diffusion was comparatively short and all the 
measurements were made in periods of le ss  than Z hours.
As was the case with cyclohexane, measurements of 
contamination processes yielded negative results. The 
diffusion periods and temperatures for the diffusion measurements
5 é
are shown in Table 1.4. S.
TABLE 1.4. S.
THE BBTFtrslON PERIODES AND TEMPERATURES 
FOB THE DBTUSION EXPERIMENTS
Experiment
Number 1 3  3 4 5 6
Temperature
(%) 7 .2  9 .4  12.0 14.8 18.0 22.2
Diffusion Time
(Minutes) 90 90 64 52 98 44
The crystals were removed from the thermostat at the end of each 
diffusion experiment and sectioned Immediately.
5 7.
THE SECTIONING OF THE: CRYSTALS.
A. GZGLm g m M B,
The amount of radioactive material which has diffused 
into the crystal during the diffusion period can be determined in 
two ways.
1. The decrease in radioactivity as measured at the
surface of the crystal, due to penetration of activity 
into the crystal, can be measured*
2* The crystal can be sectioned parallel to the face on 
which the radioactive deposit was made and the 
concentration of activity in each section determined.
The former method makes use of the fact that radioactive 
radiations are absorbed in solids and hence as the radioactive 
material penetrates into the crystal, the radiations from It will 
no longer reach the surface and the activity as measured at the 
surface will be reduced* This method will reveal an overall 
picture of the diffusion process and it is  discussed at a later 
stage, <1.7).
The technique involving sectioning of the crystals and 
measuring the diffused activity in each section has the advantage 
that it results in the direct determination of the diffusion 
profile of the radioactive material. This profile can often 
indicate whether one or more diffusion processes are occurring 
in the crystal and is  likely to furnish m o r e  in fo r m a tio n  about th e
5diffusion process than the first technique.
It was decided to try to section the crystals with a 
microtome because they had proved very easy to cut with a 
sharp razor blade. The microtome operated by moving the 
crystal, mounted in a chuck, across the path of a knife blade 
situated to provide the correct depth of cut.
The low melting point of cyclohexane, 6. 55^G, 
necessitated that all manipulation, including sectioning, of the 
crystals be carried out below that temperature. There 
appeared to be two ways in which the crystal couldl be cooled 
during the sectioning process, one was to mount the crystals on a 
cooling head and the other was to carry out the operation in a 
deep freeze. A head using the expansion of gas as a 
cooling system, was employed, but it was found difficult to 
mount the crystal satisfactorily and the flow of gas tended to 
cause sublimation from the crystal surface. Sectioning in a 
' deep freeze^however, was successful, a Beck microtome being
used for the purpose.
•Ad)  cTÆLQm3gea3E,...,ç«xsT
In order to carry out satisfactory sectioning of the 
crystals it was necessary to have them securely mounted in the 
chuck of the microtome. The method by which the crystals 
were fixed to the microtome is  illustrated in figure 15. A 
square brass block (B) with a hole #  inches deep drilled in one
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face, was held in the jaws of the chuck (C) by a screw (S. 2 ,) ,
The locating rod (Xj) of the crystal holder was machined to fit 
closely into the hole In the block and was secured In position by a 
screw (s. 3 .) . A flat had been machined at the end of I», onto 
which tlie screw (S. 3,) was tightened, thereby providing a means 
of locating the holder into the same position in B each tim e. The 
angle of the crystal holder witk respect to the knife blade (K) was 
varied by loosening the screw {S. 1.) and moving the chuck, 
which was mounted on a ball bearing, into the desired position, 
in which it was clamped by tightening S, I .
A.   h ïqk q x p m m .
The microtome operated by moving the crystal vertically  
up and down in one plane, across the path of a travelling knife 
blade. One full revolution of the handle (N) served to move the 
crystal across the knife blade and also to position the blade for 
the next cut. The thickness of the slices could be varied
I
between 1 and 15 microns^in steps of 1 microi^by turning the 
knob T, there being a click setting for each thickness, which was 
shown in a window above T.
It was found that the mechanism of the microtome 
tended to seize in the deep freeze, so all moving parts were 
relubricated with silicone grease, after which^no further 
 ^ trouble was experienced.
In order to ensure that the sectioning being carried out at
G 0
tho low temperature was accurate, a travelling microscope was 
mounted above the microtome in the deep freeze, the microscope 
was focussed on the knife blade and a series of cutting operations 
were performed, during which the travel on the microscope was 
compared with the theoretical travel of the knife blade.
Because all sections, during the diffusion experiments, were 
taken with the microtome set to cut 16 micron slices, this was 
the setting used for the calibration. The result of the calibration 
is  shown in table I. S. 1.
TABLE L 6 .1 .
CALIBRATION OF THE MICROTOME MOVEMENT
Cut E'5' 25 50 25 25 50
Truv.} 0$ Microscope .038 .038 .074 .037 .038 .076 (CM.)
Theoretical Travel .0375 .0375 .075 .0375 .0375 .075 (CM.)
of Knife
Thickness of Section 15 15 , 15 15 15 15 (CM. X lO’
From the results of the calibration it was clear that the 
microtome was operating correctly in the deep freeze.
The crystal face for the radioactive deposition was 
prepared by microtoming a specimen until a flat surface was 
obtained^and after the diffusion period, the crystal was remounted 
in the same position on the microtome for sectioning.
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It was found that each slice adhered completely to the 
knife blade of the microtome after the cut had been made and 
that there was never any tendency for material to break off.
The sections were in the form of minute rolls of soft wax and 
were removed from the microtome using cold flexible razor 
blades, which allowed the entire slice to be collected. The 
samples were washed off and dissolved from the razor blades 
with liquid scintillator, which was run into a counting vesse l via 
a filter funnel. The counting vesse ls  were sealed and later 
used for the determination of the radioactivity of the samples.
A different razor blade was used to collect each slice and it was 
possible to prepare ten sections of a crystal in the above manner 
in less  than five minutes. Because of the nature of the operation 
it was not f easible to weigh the slices prior to counting them. 
There were three main reasons for this,
>
1. The samples were liable to sublime rapidly.
2. Condensation of water vapour from the air was likely.
 ^ 3. The slices were ^greasy^ in nature and difficult to
handle.
The first property resulted in complete vapourization of 
the samples when transferred to tubes for weighing and would 
almost certainly have resulted in lo ss of material before they 
could be prepared for counting. The second effect would have
G^2
been to cause false weighings due to condensation on the sample 
or the container^or both. The third difficulty which arose was 
the result of the greasy nature of the samples and their readiness 
to melt or sublime, this made transfer of the material without 
loss almost impossible.
It was felt that the rapid method of sample collection 
outlined previously was Justified from the experimental 
results. The supposition that the slices were collected at a 
constant weight, which was made in the case of cyclohexane, was 
supported by the results of slice weighings made later on 
specimens of pivalic acid, which was of a fairly similar 
physical nature to cyclohexane. These results showed the 
weight of each slice to be almost constant.
• B. EK 4M Ç  AQWt,
It was much easier to carry out sectioning in the case of 
pivalic acid due to three main factors.
1. Pivalic acid m elts at 35. S^C.
2. The vapour pressure at room temperature of pivalic
acid is  low.
3. The sections obtained were not so 'greasy* as those of
the cyclohexane.
The advantages obtained as a result of these factors were that 
the sectioning could be carried out at 'normal* room temperature
conditions, that the slices were more readily transferable and
G3
that it was possible to weigh the sections before counting them. 
The methods of mounting and sectioning were as 
previously described for cyclohexane, without the use of any low 
temperature devices. The method of slice collection was, 
however, different.
After the cut had been made with the microtome, the 
crystal slice remained on the microtome blade as before, but in 
this case there was le ss  tendency for it to adhere to the blade and 
it was possible to remove the slice with a pair of tweezers. 
Occasionally the slices tended to break on removal from the 
blade, appearing to be somewhat brittle, but nearly always, it 
was possible to remove the entire slice.
The sections were put into preweighed ^  dram sample 
bottles, which were sealed off and later reweighed. The 
weighings in each case were to three decimal places of 
milligrams and the balance used was a Mettler balance. A 
typical series of sample weights is  shown in table 1 .5 .2 . The 
slice thickness in each case was 30 microns, two 15 micron 
slices being used for each sample. A calibration of the 
microtome at room temperature using a travelling microscope, 
as for the low temperature check, showed the microtome to be 
functioning correctly.
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TABLE 1.5 ,2 .
THE WEIGHTS OF PIVALIC AGIO CRYSTAL SECTIONS 
FROM EXPERIMENT NUMBER 2
Number of Slice 3 4 5 3 9
Weight of Section 1.333 1.773 1.763 1.781 1.763
Number of Slice 10 11 12 14
Weight of Section 1.727 1.392 1.728 1.776
The loss of weight from slices 3 and 11 was due to breakage as 
the slices were being transferred from the microtome to the 
sample bottles, small fractions of the slices being lost in the 
process. Apart from these two slices, the weights of the 
remaining sections were constant to within 2%.
After weighÈag the slices, they were washed from the 
sample bottles with scintillator solution into scintillation 
counting vessels^from which the radioactivity of the sections was 
measured in a scintillation counter.
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THE DETERMINATION OF THE RADIOACTIVITY IN THE 
CRYSTAL SECTIONS.
(A)
The radioactive isotope of carbon used in the experiments 
decays with the emission of ay3 particle, to form a stable 
isotope of nitrogen, of m ass 14.
 ^ f  (? (E MAX. = .156 M .E.V .)
The half*llfe of the carbon 14 isotope is  5600 years (60).
Because of this long half«»life and since the daughter product of 
the radioactive isotope is  a stable one, there is  no need to make 
any corrections for radioactive decay during the course of an 
experiment. These properties have resulted in the widespread 
use of the C14 isotope for many studies in which carbon is  
involved.
The low energy of the/) radiation from 014, makes 
compounds labelled with it safe to handle, provided direct 
contact with the material is  avoided.
The detection of the em issions from carbon-14 presents a 
problem because of their weakness. This means that methods 
of detection which are sensitive to w ea k ra d ia tio n  must be 
used.
Solid-state samples containing the carbon-14 isotope can 
be counted, using thin-windowed G. M. counters, but the 
counting efficiency of this method is  poor and it would not be
very suitable for samples of low specific activity. The 
accuracy of the method is  limited also by the large corrections 
which must be made for backscattering and self-absorption of tlie 
softy3 radiations.
The most efficient methods of counting carbon-14 are by 
the scintillation and gas counting techniques. The latter 
method involves the conversion of the radioactive sample to a 
gas of suitable characteristics, for use in filling a G,M, tube. 
This gas is  then transferred to a counting tube and counted 
internally. Since all the activity is  Inside a cylindrical 
cathode, conditions can be arranged such that almost 100% of the 
activity is  detected.
The scintillation counting technique can also be adapted to 
yield very high counting efficiencies for carbon-14. Counting 
efficiencies of greater than 90% have been recorded (61). For 
scintillation counting the sample is  dissolved in a suitable 
solvent containing an organic phosphor. The interaction of the 
radiation from the source, with the phosphor, results in ^ e  
emission of light rays, which are detected by a photosensitive 
electrode on a photomultiplier tube, and the resulting energy 
pulse is  recorded by a suitable electronic scaler. The 
advantages of the method of scintillation counting over gas 
counting techniques are that no radical alteration of the initial 
sample is  required and that a greater number of samples can be 
counted in a shorter time.
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It was decided therefore to use scintillation counting, as 
the means of detection of the cyclohexane-G-14 samples. One 
advantage which arises from the counting of cyclohexane-C-14 is  
that cyclohexane is  very soluble most organic solvents and so 
the dissolution of the samples in the scintillator solutions would 
present no problems. The scintillation counting of carbon 14 
has been the subject of a number of publications in recent 
years (62, 63).
. A. 1.
The method used for the scintillation counting of carbon 
14 is  to dissolve the sample in a liquid scintillator contained in 
an optically clear glass vessel. The scintillations emitted are 
coupled up inside a light tight casing to the photosensitive 
cathode of a photomultiplier tube, which amplifies the initial 
electronic pulse to a level whence it can be detected by a 
scaler, which records each signal.
The scheme can be represented as follows:-
1.
2. /3'^+ S -. S* + /3
3.
4. hv + P e"
in which ys is  the energetic emission from carbon 14, S is  the 
activated phosphor molecule and P represents the photocathode. 
The scintillation counter used was supplied by Ecko
rr"
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FIG.I6 C-14 C O U N T I N G  CIRCUIT
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Electronics and was the N61Z connter. The high voltage 
required for the photomultiplier tube was supplied from a
Dynatron HI03 power pack and the scaling unit for counting the 
pulses from the counter was a Dynatron 1009* E*, scaler, see 
figure 16.
A. a* i^:Amu&àxMîL.m^ xum siQMTMa.
During initial experiments with the counter^ it was found 
that steady count rates could not be obtained from a given 
sample during a day*s counting using fixed counting conditions.
It was originally suspected that this was due to faulty electronic 
apparatus, but investigation showed this was not the case.
Since the photomultiplier tube is  sensitive to its operating 
temperature it was decided to thermostat the counter in a deep­
freeze. The reason for using a low temperature was that the 
background count rate falls with decreasing temperature, 
without affecting the sensitivity «£ the counter (64). This 
leads to increased counting efficiencies. The effect of the 
temperature on the background count rate is  shown in table 1.6 .1 .
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TABI.E 1 .6 .1 .
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERAT TOE ON THE 
BACKGROUND COUNT RATE OF THE N612 
SCINTILLATION COUNTER,
Time 10 a .m . 10.20 11,10 2. 10 p.m .
Background 
Count Rate (C/S) 22 25 31 56
Temperature 15®G 17®G o19 G
o
21 C
Time 2. 50 p. m. 3.10 3.30 3.50 4.05
Background 
Count Rate (C/6) 44 33 19 11 9.7
Temperature 17®C 10®C 3®C -7®C -12®G
The background count rate rose steadily during the day and at 
2,10 p .m . the counter was lifted into a deep-freeze and the 
cooling unit switched on *>11 the count rate decreased very 
sharply. The following day by which time the counter had had a 
chance to come to equilibrium with its surroundings, a steady 
count rate was observed during a day*e counting. The temperature 
in the deep freeze was and the background count rate
readings were as follows:*
'/("O'
TABLE 1.6. 2.
BACKGBOÜND COUNT BATE OF miZ  COUNTER 
AT .2 5 % .
Time 9 a.m . 10 10.30 2 p.m . 4.15
Background
counts/second 6.43 6.36 6.39 6.39 6.48
The counter operating conditions were as for the previous 
tests at room temperature and the reduction of the background 
count rate^ due to a decrease of 40% in the ambient temperature, 
was approximately 75%. The advantages of operating the 
counter in the deep freeze were obvious, since it would lead to 
higher counting efficiencies and more stable conditions. The 
lower limit of temperature to which the counter could be taken 
depended on the solubilities of the solutes in the scintillator at 
low temperatures. Since -30%  was the lower limit recommended 
for scintillator solutions, it was decided not to operate the 
counter at a temperature lower than -25% . Care was always 
taken to see that samples to be counted did not contain precipitates, 
prior to counting them.
A. 3>nE_TEBI^ÆMATION OF THE OPTJMUM CQUNTINCl CONDITIONS
S m  .ÇARg.QM-lL4.
Having stabilised the counting conditions it was now 
necessary to find the optimum operating conditions for counting
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carbon-14, With a scintillation counter the best counting 
conditions remain fixed for a given isotope, no matter the
chemical form or the activity of the isotope. The most
2efficient counting rate is  obtained when the value of Rs /Bb  
reaches a maximum (65, 66). Bs represents the count rate as 
derived from the source and Bb is  the background count rate 
corresponding to the value of Bs.
In order to obtain the best counting conditions the most 
suitable values of three variable parameters had to be found.
These variables were,
1, The high voltage applied to the photomultiplier tube.
2, The discriminator bias voltage of tlte scaling unit.
3, The gain of the amplifier following the P.M . tube.
By altering the variables one at a time, the most
suitable values for counting carbon-14 were found. The 
sample used for determining the best conditions was made up of 
hexadecane-l-C. 14 dissolved in 12 m l,, of scintillator. The 
background was determined using a vessel containing 12 m l,, of 
the same scintillator (N .B .213, supplied by Nuclear Enterprises 
Limited), but with no activity presents The results of the 
experiments are shown in figures 17, 18 and 19. From figure 17, 
it can be seen that for a gain of 1000, an H .T . of 1200V., 
coupled with a discriminator voltage of 30V, yields the highest 
efficiency. From figure IB the effect of various gains is  shown
ursj
cn O fGAINj
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on the efficiency versus H, T. curves and figure 19 shows 
curves obtained for gain versus efficiency plots. From an 
analysis of the curves the best counting conditions for carbon 14 
were found to be:»
(I) H .T . = 1200 Volts
(ii) DiscrlmUiator bias voltage = 30 V olts
(iU) Amplifier Gain = 1000,
Under the optimum conditions it was found that the actual 
counting efficiency for G14 was 62%. This figure was determined 
by counting a standard sample of hexadecane-l-C 14 dissolved in 
213 scintillator. The background count rate at this 
efficiency level was about 5 counts per second. The conditions 
noted above were used throughout for the scintillation counting of 
carbon 14,
^ .4 . ADAPTATION OF SAMPLES FOK COIMTINa AKD THF
I
Occasionally it was noted when counting samples that a 
steady count rate was not initially observed. This effect was 
found to be mainly due to two factors. One was that the 
sample was not adapted to the temperature of the counter and the
I
second was due to residual phosphorescence in the scintillator 
and the container. Both these effects were overcome by 
adapting the samples to darkness and temperature in the deep 
f r e e z e  for about 20 m in u te s  p r io r  to  co u n tin g  th e m . (67)
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To determine what effect, if any, the volume of 
scintillator added to a sample, would have on the count rate, 
increasing amounts of scintillator were added to a sample of 
hexadecane-G 14 and the count rate observed after each 
addition. The result is  shown in table 1,6 ,3 ,
TABLE 1,6 .3 ,
THE EFFECT OF ADDING INCREASING QUANTITIES 
OF SCINTILLATOR ON THE COUNT RATE OF A
SAMPLE
Quantity of N ,E . 213
added to the sample 2,85 4,90 8,90 16,90
(M, L.)
Count rate of smnple
and background 140 144 145 144
(counts/ second)
With quantities in excess of 5 M L,, the count rate was 
virtually unchanged up to the full capacity of the container used.
In practice about 10 M L,, of scintillator was used for dissolving 
samples to be counted,
it is  known that certain types of chemical compounds 
tend to quench the count rate from radioactive scintillator 
solutions (61, 67) and it was important to know whether 
cycldhexane would have such an effect, A solution of hexadecane-C -14 
was prepared with N ,E , 213 liquid scintillator and its count rate 
determined. Successive amounts of cycldhexane were then
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added to the splation end the count rate noted after each 
addition* It waa found that no significant change in the count 
rate occurred until approximately 2 ml* of cyclohexane had 
been added to the sample. The result of this test is  shown in 
figure 20* Since the quantities of cyclohexane to be counted 
were of the order of a few milligrams, the effect of quenching 
could be ignored*
A* S.
Because large quantities of scintillator were liable to be 
required it was considered desirable to make up batches of 
scintillator in the laboratory* The preparation of liquid 
scintillators has been the subject of a number of written 
articles in the past (68, 69)* The scintillator which was 
finally adopted was made up of 3 gram s/litre of diphenyl-oxazole 
(P*P*0*) and ,1  gram s/litre of 1, 4-d i-^  2-(5-Phenyloxa®olyl)7 
Benzene, (Popop) * The formi^r chemical acts as a phosphor 
while the latter serves to shift the spectrum of the emitted 
light to match the spectral response of the P. M, tube* The 
! P* P, O, and F, O, P* O* P*, were supplied as * scintillation 
grade* chemicals by Nuclear Enterprises Ltd* The toluene 
solvent was *analar grade* supplied by B,H,D* The counting 
efficiency for G14 under the optimum counting conditions and 
using the scintillator, as outlined above, was 60% which compared 
very favourably with the figure of 62% using the commercial
7 - 5
N*E, 213 scW illator.
All counting of cyclohexane-014 samples was carried out 
using the lab-prepared scintillator and employing the optimum 
counting conditions for 014 as previously described. The 
samples were counted to an accuracy of at least 2% and, more 
generally, the figure was 1%*
I R ECm m R ...
The energy of the /à  particle emitted from the decaying 
tritium atom is  weaker than that from carbon 14. It is , in 
fact the weakestyS particle emitter known and very sensitive 
method# of analysis are required for its detection. Because of 
its soft^radiation the use of tritium as a tracer has been 
widespread^especially in biological studies (67).
Hj ------ ^ He^ + /3" max = . 02 MEV)
The method used for measuring the tritium activity was 
similar to that previously described for carbon-14^wlth several 
modifications.
Because of the weakness of the tritium radiation more 
sensitive counting conditions were required for its detection 
than had been the case with carbon-14. It was found, by 
increasing the sensitivity of the scintillation counter in the deep 
freeze, that very high background count rates were obtained and 
these rates were subject to fluctuation. The increase in 
sensitivity had been effected by increasing the high voltage
COUNTER
N.6645
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FIG.21. H-3 COUNTING CIRCUIT
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applied to the F* M* tube and reducing the discriminator bias 
voltage* It was felt that if the response of the scaler could be 
controlled^ such that it would only count pulses within a given 
energy range# that much of the background noise could be 
eliminated.
The reason for this conjecture was that the electronic 
signals amplified by the F.M* tube, vary in strength according 
to the origin of the signal* The pulses generated by scintillations 
due to radioactivity, are generally more energetic than the 
background pulses, most of which result from thermal noise of 
the P* M. tube* Thus if these weak signals could be eliminated, 
the background count rate would drop and the counting efficiency 
would rise* This effect was achieved by using a more complex 
counting circuit than that used previously, including a pulse 
height analyser*
A block-diagram of the circuit used for counting the 
tritium activity is  shown in figure 21, It consisted of an Ecko 
scintillation counter (N* 664* B) followed by a Nuclear Enterprises 
linear amplifier (N*E* 5202) and pulse height analyser (N*K* 5102), 
The signals from the pulse height analyser were fed to a 
Dynatron 1009E scaler and automatic timing unit*, power for 
the P*M* tube was from a Nuclear Enterprises power pack 
(N,E. 5302)*
The scintillation counter, in this case, was operated at
o
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room temperature and the P . M. tube was thermostatted by a 
water jacket through which mains-water was passed. The P. M. 
tube in the counter had been specially selected for its low thermal 
noise characteristics and the background level of counting at room 
temperature was lower than for the counter hi the deep freeze.
The incorporation of the linear amplifier allowed a greater range 
of amplification to be studied and led to a more stable output to 
the scaling circuit.
The signal from the amplifier was transferred to the 
pulse «height analyser and it was here that a separation of the 
source and background counts could be made. The effect is  
shown in figure 225. By suitable adjustment of the gate width, 
which was representative of the energy range which the analyser 
would pass on to the scaler, and the pulse height, which set the 
threshold of the energy spectrum, it was possible to cut out much 
of the background noise.
The conditions which were employed for counting the 
tritiated acid samples were as follows
(1) Amplifier Gain 6400
(2) Gate width 30 Volts
(3) P .M . voltage 1400 volts
(4) Pulse height 6 volts
(5) T emperature 15^C
The background under these conditions was about 4 counts
7per second and the counter efficiency for a sample of tritiated 
water was 30%,
Because the light quenching effect of oxygen containing 
compounds is  often severe, it was important to know if pivalic 
acid would have such an effect. It was found that the addition of 
up to 10 mg. of pivalic acid to a solution of tritiated hexadecane in 
scintillator, had no effect on the count rate. Since the weights of 
samples being measured were all of the order of 3 mg. it was 
considered that the quenching effect could be ignored.
When counting samples the background was measured 
twice a day and wag found to be constant. All the pivalic acid 
samples were analysed for radioactivity to within an accuracy of 
Z% and more often 1%,
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MEAsmEMEMT OF, SBM:«DIDPn8lON m  CYQBOHKXAHE BY
iMM muFAQm..
A s  mentioned previously in section I, 5, it is  sometimes 
possible to measure the overall rate of diffusion of a radioactive 
material into a solid by studying the rate at which the radioactivity, 
as measured at the surface of the solid, decreases, due to 
diffusion of material from the surface into the solid (70),
The conditions required for diffusion are similar to 
those previously described for the sectioning method, in that an 
infinitely thin source is  deposited onto a right-end-face of a 
semi-infinite cylinder and allowed to diffuse. An end-windowed 
G,M, counter, situated over the deposit, is  used to measure the 
rate of decrease in activity of the latter. This method is  very 
useful, when isotopes, having weak radioactive em issions, are 
being employed. The reason is  that radiation from these 
isotopes is  strongly absorbed by thin layers of solid and hence, 
even a very slow diffusion process can be readily detected by the 
method.
Although the weak radiation of an isotope can be useful 
for detecting a slow diffusion process, it also presents one of two 
main problems associated with the present study. The first of 
these is  associated with the detection of the weak radiations from  
the carbon-14 form of cyclohexane and the second arises from  
the high vapour pressure of the latter in the solid state.
Bw
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FIG.23. SURFACE DECREASE APPARATUS
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Because of its high vapour pressure it was necessary to 
seal off the radioactive cyclohexane deposit completely from the 
atmosphere and the seal had to be very thin to allow passage of 
the radiation to the G.M, tube. Thin glass film s w e^re used but 
these invariably cracked when they were thin enough to transmit 
the radiations, a film  thickness of approximately Z mg, cm?, was 
required. Mica was found to be more suitable for sealing off the 
deposit, but here also, small cracks tended to occur in the mica 
if it was too thin and in this case the count rate from the surface 
did not decrease, but increased, presumably because of escape of 
radioactive vapour into the space surrounding the G.M, tube.
The counting efficiency obtained with a good mica film  was about 
3% of the surface activity.
An apparatus which would allow continuous measurement 
of the surface activity during a diffusion experiment was constructed 
and is  outlined in figure 23, A cylindrical brass casing (B) was 
made to house the G.ML tube (G), which was an Ecko MX148 
thin windowed counter. The window of the counter faced the 
surface of the cyclohexane crystal which was retained in a 
crystal holder (H) of the type shown in figure 10, The flange of 
the crystal holder screwed into the open ehd of H, the other end of 
which was brazed to a long copper tube through which the leads to 
the G, M, tube were passed. The copper tube also served as a
31.
support for the apparatus when It was lowered into the thermostat 
during a diffusion experiment. The whole device was liquid 
tight.
The mica vdndow used to preserve the crystal and its  
deposit was sandwiched between two thin brass d iscs one of which 
had a protruding rim round a central orifice. The d iscs, which 
interlocked by means of three pins to avoid them turning against 
each other and crushing the mica film , set against the flange of 
the crystal holder, the rim of the lower one fitting closely  
inside the opening of the flange. The centres of both discs had 
been drilled out to a radius of 8 mm. to allow passage of 
radiation from the crystal surface to the G,M, counter through the 
mica window (W), The d iscs served to support the m ica and 
limit the detectable radiation to a w ell defined area of the crystal 
surface. This was necessary because some radioactive 
cyclohexane always tended to condense on the flange of the crystal 
holder during the deposition and radiation from this source would 
have led to experimental errors. During an experiment close  
contact between the G.M, tube and the flange of the crystal 
holder was maintained by a plastic spring (S)^which pushed the 
G, M, tube onto the flange.
The lower temperature limit for operating the apparatus 
was fixed by the G.M, tube^which could not be operated below 
-55^C, Between temperatures of and -50^0 the counting
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efficiency of the tube was constant to within 1%, below -50^0 the 
efficiency started to drop. The counting characteristics of the 
tube were studied and a plateau was found between applied 
voltages of 350 and 650 volts with a slope of 1% per 100 volts.
All counting was carried but at an operating voltage of 450 volts 
and the background count was fairly consistent at 30 counts per 
minute.
2. X m . E2gJB.BMEWTAIi PR,Q,GgP„TOE*
" Prior to an experiment, the apparatus for the surface 
decrease was cooled to -30%  in the deep freeze. A crystal was 
mounted in a holder and a radioactive deposition carried out, as 
described in $ection 1.3, A. After the deposition, the m ica  
window was fitted over the flange face of the crystal holder and 
the latter screwed tightly into its seating in the brass casing for 
the G. M. tube. The complete unit was then suspended in the 
low temperature thermostat bath being supported by the copper 
tube which held the leads for the G.M, tube. Immediately after 
immersing the counter into the thermostat the former %vas connected 
to a scaler via a probe unit. The scaler was a Dynatron 10Û9E, 
type, fitted to an automatic timing unit, A series of readings of 
the count rate were taken at frequent intervals from which the 
rate of decrease of the surface activity could be measured. The 
count rate was plotted as a fraction of the initial count rate at the 
start of the experiment. Background counts were taken before
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and after each experiment. In the experiments which were 
successful the time taken for the count rate to decrease significantly 
varied from 30 minutes at -30%  to 15 hours at -50% ,
It was not found practicable to section the crystals 
after the surface decrease experiments due to distortion of the 
crystal surface by the locating ring of the brass disc supporting 
the mica window,.
A sim ilar procedure was not employed with pivalic acid 
due to the weakness of the radiation from the tritiated tracer 
which could not be detected by the G,M, tube.
CHAPTER II
THE RBSUltTS OF THE DiEFÜSlON EXPERIMENTS AND
THEIR INTERPRETATION
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The results of the diffusion experiments.
The results of the successful diffusion experiments are 
given in the following tables. The results for self-diffusion in 
cyclohexane using the sectioning technique are shown In tables 
2 ,A. 1 to 2, A, 10 and tables 2, AD, 1 to 2, AD, 4 show the results for 
cyclohexane obtained using the surface-decrease method. Tables 
2,B , 1 to 2 ,B , 6 show the diffusion results for pivalic acid, using 
the sectioning technique.
Because of the cubic form of the crystal structure of 
cyclohexane and pivalic acid, both have face centred cubic structure, 
no particular crystallographic direction was preferred for any 
particular experiment. It was assumed that the nature of the 
diffusion, as had been found for all other diffusion studies on 
cubic solids, would be isotropic. In practice all the diffusion 
experiments were performed on single crystal sections, such that 
diffusion was measured along the length of the principal growth 
axis of the crystal.
Preliminary experiments carried out for each of the 
three sets of diffusion experiments in order to determine suitable 
conditions.
In the case of the sectioning experiments on cyclohexane a 
vapour pressure of , 5 cms. of mercury was developed in the 
storage bulb, B, fig, 8 and this was found suitable for making the 
deposition. The vapour corresponded to about , 5 mg, of radioactive
8 5
cyclohexane and yielded an initial surface activity of 800 counts 
per second. From Initial e3q)eritaents it was found that diffusion 
tim es of the order of 1 hour at -30%  and 50 hours at -60%  were 
required to produce measurable diffusion. The diffusion tim es 
for each experiment are shown in table 1,4 ,4 .
It was found that a much higher activity was required to 
produce a measurable record of the surface decrease of activity 
during these experiments on cyclohexane. The surface deposit 
required was of the order of 1 mg, and a vapour pressure in B of 
2 cms, was used to produce this deposit. The diffusion tim es 
required to produce a reasonable decrease of the surface of 
activity corresponded fairly well with these required for the 
sectioning method at the same temperature. The diffusion 
periods for the surface decrease experiments are shown in 
tables 2, AD, 1 to 2, AD, 4,
The diffusion rates In pivalic acid over the temperature 
range examined were a ll found to be of the same order and diffusion 
tim es of about 1 hour provided sufficient penetration of diffused 
activity to enable the diffusion rates to be measured. The tim es 
for diffusion are shown in table I, The results of these diffusion 
experiments and of the other diffusion experiments are shown in 
the following tables and the interpretation of these results is  
developed in section II, 2,
TABLE 2 .A .I .  D iffusion a t - 3 1 .S°C
No# of Thickness Depth of Depth W  Activity of Dog of
Crystal of Slice  ^ Centre of Squ»ed . Slice, Activity
Slice CM X 10 Slice from CM  ^x 10 Counts per
the Surface Second
(x) CM X 10^
X X*' A logjjjA
3 3 .0 7 .5 .592 10.9 t  .11 1.04
4 3.0 10.5 1. 130 8.9  t  .10 .95
5 3 .0 13.5 1.855 8 . 3 t  .10 .92
6 3 .0 16.5 2.756 7 .4  t  .09 .87
7 3 .0 19.5 3. 835 5.7 i  .09 .76
8 3 .0 22.5 5.088 2.6 t  . 07 .42
9 3 .0 25.5 6. 632 1.2 t  .07 .08
10 3 .0 28.5 8.153 .7  t  .06 “• 16
TABLE 2. A. 2. Diffusion at -3 7 . 5°C
No. of S lice Depth of Depth A ctivity of Log
Ct^etal T hickness S lice î t a a x  Squared S lice in  A ctivity
S lice CM X 10^ Surface .  _ . Counts/
(CM X 10^ (CM'  ^X 101 Second
X
3.X A
1 1.5 .75 .00563 118 t  1.25 2.07
2 3 .0 3.0 .090 106 i  l .  14 2. 02
3 3 .0 6.0 .360 - -
4 3.0 9,0 .810 - -
5 1.5 11.25 1.265 39.9 t  . 45 1.60
6 1.5 12.75 1.625 34.5 Î  .42 1. 53
7 1.5 14.25 2.030 20.6 t  .29 1.31
TABLE 2. A . 3 D iffusion a t -39®G
No. of Slice Depth oC Depth Activity Dog
Crystal Thickness Centre of Sqnared of Slice Activity
Slice Slice from Counts/
Surface Second
CM X 10*3^ Xx  lO^^(cms) Xx lO+^cm^ A
2 1.5 2.25 .0506 40. 2 — • 44 1.60
3 1.5 3.75 .141 37.3 i  . 41 1.57
4 1 .5 5.25 .275 34 .4  t  .38 1.53
5 1.5 6.75 .456 26.9 Î  .30 1.43
6 1.5 8.25 .681 18.2 t  .22 1.26
7 1.5 9.75 . 951 18.3 t  .22 1.26
e liS 11.25 1.266 13.3 i  ,  17 1.12
9 1.5 12.75 1.624 9 .5  i  .13 .97
11 1.5 15.75 2.480 5. 0 t  .09 .69
to
TABIÆ: 2, a . 4 D iffusion a t - 4 4 .8®C
No. of Slice DepA of Depth (X) Activity of Log
Crystal
Slice
Thicknegs 
cm X 10*
Slice 
Centre 
from Face- 
cm X 10^
Squared, 
cm^ * 10^
Slice in 
Counts/ 
Second
Activity
X x " A logjjjA
1 1.5 .75 .00563 66.8 i  .71 1.83
2 1.5 2.25 .0506 34.7 t .44 1.54
3 1.5 3.75 .141 32.8 t  .42 1.52
4 1.5 5.25 .275 27.7 t  .37 1.44
5 1.5 6.75 .456 23.2 t  . 33 1.37
7 1.5 9.75 .951 10.10 t  .20 1.00
11 1.5 15.75 2.480 3 .4 1 .12 0.53
12 1.5 17.25 2.972 1.9 t  .11 0.28
TABLE 2. A . S. Diffusion at -4 4 . 8°G
Ho; of Slice Depth of Depth
Crystal Thickness Slice Squared
slice  cm X 10* Centre from
Surface .  
cm X 10*
cm X 104
Activity 
of Slice 
Counts/ 
Second
Dog
Activity
X x ' A logjpA
1 1.5 .75 .00563 149 i  1 .5 2.17
2 1.5 2.25 . 0506 85 ~ . 87 1.92
3 1.5 3.75 .141 93,7 t .96 1.97
4 1.5 5.25 .275 54.8 i  .58 1.73
5 1.5 6.75 .456 28.9 i  .32 1.46
6 1.5 8.25 .681 17.3 ± .21 1.23
7 1.5 9.75 .951 9 .5  i  .13 .96
TABLF 2. A. 6 Diffusion at *48 .2
No* of Slice Depth of Depth (X) Activity of Dog
Crystal Thickness Slice Squared Slice in , Activity
Slice cm X 10* Centre cm^ x  lO'^  Counts/
from Face Second
cm K 10*
X X^ A loSioA
1 1;5 .75 .0056 32.5 t  . 37 1.51
2 1.5 2.25 .0506 2 6 .4 t .31 1.42
4 1.5 5.125 .275 21.0 t  , 26 1.32
5 1.5 6.75 .456 18.0 t  .24 1.25
6 1.5 8.25 .681 15.5 i  .21 1.19
7 1.5 9.75 .951 12.5 i  . 18 1.09
9 1.5 12.75 1.624 6 .4  i  .09 ,80
10 1.5 14.25 2.030 4 .8  — . 08 . 68
12 1.5 17.25 2.975 2 .2  i  . 07 .34
T A B U B  a. A* 7 D iffusion at -5 0 . O^ C
No. of Slice Depth of Depth (x) Activity of Dog
Crystal ; Thickness Centre of Squared . Slice in Activity
Slice cm x 10* Slice cm* x 10^ Counts/
from Face Second
cm X 10^ X" A logjpA
1 1 .5 .75 .00563 23.6 Î .28 1.37
3 1.5 3.75 .141 19. 6 i .2 4 1.29
4 1.5 5.25 .275 17.1 i .22 1.23
5 1.5 6.75 .456 12.9 t .17 1.11
6 1.5 8.25 .681 9 .4  —.14 .97
7 1.5 9.75 .951 5.9 t .08 .77
8 1.5 11.25 1.266 4 .5  t .08 .65
9 1.5 12.75 1.624 2.7 Î .07 .43
10 1.5 14.25 2.030 1.4 t .06 .14
TABLE a. A. 8 D iffusion at -57 . 5^G
No. of Slice Depth of Depth (X) Activity of Dog
Crystal Thickness Slice Sqwred Slice in Activity
Slice cm X 10* Centre cm* x 10^ Counts per
from Face Second
cm X 10*
X X* A logjpA
1 1.5 .75 .0056 136 t  1.4 2.13
2 1.5 2.25 .0506 122 1 1.3 2.09
3 l;5 3.75 .141 109 t  1.1 2.04
4 1.5 . 5;25 .275 101 t  1.0 2.00
6 1.5 8.25 .681 69.6 i .73 1.84
8 1.5 11.25 1.266 42. 5 t  . 46 1.63
9 1.5 12.75 1.624 29. 6 ± . 33 1.47
10 1.5 14.25 2.030 21.6 ± . 25 1.33
11 1.5 15.75 2.480 17.0 t  .20 1.23
TABLE 2. A . 9 Diffusion a t - 5 7 .5®C
Ho. o£ Slice Depth of Depth (X) Activity of Dog of
Crystal Thickness Centre of Squared Slice in Activity
Slice cm  x 10* Slice from cm* x 10^ Counts/
Second
cm X 10^
X X ' A logjpA
1 1.5 .75 .00563 46.5 t .57 1.67
2 1.5 2.25 .0506 15.7 t .27 1.20
3 1.5 3.75 .141 14.6 t .26 1.16
4 1.5 5.25 .275 11.7 t .23 1.07
5 1.5 6.75 .456 6.8 t .19 .83
6 1.5 8. 25 .681 3.7 i .13 .57
7 1.5 9.75 .951 1.4 - .15 .08
8 1.5 11.25 1.266 . s t .1 -.1 0
TABLE 2. A, 10 D iffusion a t -6 2 . 6
No. of
Gfystal
Slice
Slice
Thickness 
cm X 103
Depth of 
Slice 
Centre 
from Eqce' 
cm X 10^
Depth (X) 
Squcured . 
cm2 X  io4
Activity of 
Slice
Counts per 
Second
Log
Actlvltj
X x'‘ A logjjjA
1 1 .5 .75 .0056 222 t  2. 3 2. 35
2 1.5 2.25 . 0506 182 t  1.9 2.26
3 1.5 3.75 .141 113 Î  1.2 2. 05
4 1.5 5.25 .275 68 t  .72 1.83
5 1 .5 6.75 .456 32 t . 36 1.50
6 1.5 8.25 .681 11.6 Î  .16 1.06
7 1.5 9.75 .951 3 .2  t  . 08 .50
TABUS 2 .A .D , 1 Diffusion at - 3 1 ,5®C
Diffusion Time 
(Minutes)
0
5
10
13.5
17.5
21.5  
25 
29 
33 
38 
46 
79
Surface Activity 
(Counts per Second)
30.32 
23,67 
20.60
17.87 
16.24 
15.27 
15.01
f
13.60
12.87 
12.17 
12.07 
11.00
Svgfaç.ft.A cttvity ( -Ac-)
Initial Surface Activity A
.782
.680
.590
.536
.504
.496
.443
.427
.402
.398
.363
TABLE 2. A .D . 2 Diffusion at - 3 9 .8®C
Diffusion Time 
(Minutes)
Surface A ctivity Surface A ctivity _
Counts per Second Initial Surface A ctivity 'A°
0
15
29
40
65
81
98
130
155
190
210
1290
1301
8 .6 5  
7 .7 5  
6 .90  
6.68  
6. 20 
5.98  
5 .54  
5 .31  
5 .18  
5. 20 
5. 20 
4 .4 5  
4 .3 6
.8 9 6
.798
.7 7 2
.7 1 8
.6 9 2
.6 4 0
.6 1 4
.6 0 0
.6 0 4
.6 0 4
.398
.3 9 0
TABDE a ,A .D *3 Diffusion at -4 4 . S^Q
Diffusion T im e  
(Minutes)
Surface A ctivity Sttrfacft ActtYity
(Counts per Second) Initial Surface A ctivity Ao
2 9 .3 5
7 9 .35
19 10.45 1
31 9 .95 .9 1
57 9 .25 .8 8
111 7 .5 0 .7 1 4
130 7 .2 5 .6 9 0
233 7 .4 2 .7 0 7
295 7 .1 0 .6 8 6
450 6 .89 .657
510 6 .65 .6 3 3
1507 5 .60 .5 3 3
TABLE 2 .A .D .4 Diffusion at *50“g
Diffusion T im e  
(Minutes)
Surface A ctivity ( f - )(Counts per Second) W tla l Surface A ctivity Ao
0
5
9
24
42
54
823
868
905
19.3
21.7
2 2 .4
2 2 .4
22 .3
22 .3  
15.6
15.8
15 .3
.6 9 5
.7 0 2
,6 8 0
TAX^ DE xâ. B. 1. Diffusion at 7, 2®C
,
Ho. of Thickness Depth of Depth (x) Specific Dog
Crystal of Slice  ^ Centre of Squared Activity of Activity
Slice cm x 10* Slice from cm* x 10^ Slice In
Face (X) Counts/
cm X 10* Second/mg
X X' A lo g jp A
3 3 ,0 7 .5 .5 6 2 13.9  t  .1 5 1 .14
4 3 .0 10.5 1.101 11.6  i  .1 2 1 .06
5 3 .0 13 .5 1.822 10 .6  ± .1 1 1.03
8 3 .0 22 .5 5 .065 7 .8  t .0 9 .8 9
9 3 .0 2 5 .5 6 .5 0 6 .1  t  .0 7 .7 8
10 3 .0 28 .5 8 .1 2 4 .5  t .0 6 .6 6
11 3 .0 31 .5 9 .9 2 3 .8  i  . 05 .5 8
13 3 .0 37 .5 14.06 2 .2  i  .0 4 .3 4
14 3 .0 4 0 .5 16.40 1 .8  Î  .0 3 .2 5
15 3 .0 4 3 .5 18.93 1 .2  t  .0 2 .0 8
TABLE 2 .B .2  Diffusion at 9 .4°G
No, of Slice Depth of Depth (X) Specific Log of
Crystal Thickness Centre of Squared hi ActWty of Activity
Slice in Slice from cm^ x  10^ Slice in
cm X 10* Face in Counts/
cm X 10* Second/mg
X A logjpA
3 3 .0 7 .5 .562 4 1 .6  t  .4 3 1 .62
4 3 .0 10 .5 1.110 4 6 .3  t  .4 7 1.67
5 3 .0 13. 5 1.822 36 .6  t  .3 8 1.56
6 3 ,0 16 .5 2.723 2 9 .4  t  .3 1 1.47
9 3 .0 25 .5 6. 500 28 .0  i  . 29 1 .45
10 3 .0 28 .5 8 .120 2 2 .4  t  .2 3 1 .35
14 3 .0 4 0 .5 16.40 8 .3  t  .0 9 .9 2
IS 3 .0 4 3 .5 18.93 5 .8  t  .0 7 .7 6
16 3 .0 4 6 .5 21 .62 4 .5  — .0 6 .6 5
TABDE 2. B . 3. D iffusion at 12^C
Ho* of Thickness Depth of Depth (X) Specific Dog
Crystal of Slice Centre of Squared Activity of Specific
Slice cm X 10* Slice from cm* x 10^ Slice# Activity
Face (X) Counts per
cm X 10* Second per
mg*
X A
/
3 3 .0 7 .5 .5 6 2 5. 28 t  . 09 .7 2
4 3 .0 10.5 1.101 2 .5 2  ± .0 5 .4 0
5 3 .0 13.5 1 .822 2. 87 ± .0 6 « 46
8 3 .0 2 2 .5 5 .065 1 .84  i  . 04 • 26
10 3 .0 28 .5 8 .1 2 1.57 ± . 05 .1 9
11 3 .0 31 .5 9 .9 2 .9 6  i .0 5 02
14 3 .0 4 0 .5 16.40 .4 6  t ,0 3 -* 34
TABLE 2 .B .4 .  Diffusion at 1 4 .8®C
Ho* of Thickness Depth of Depth (X) Specific Activity Dog
Crystal of Slice Centre of Squared of Slice in Counts/ of
Slice cm X 10* Slice from cm* x 10  ^ Second/mg* Activity
Face 
cm X 10^
X X ' A 1**10
2 3 .0 4 .5 .2 0 3 17.11 t .1 8 1.23
3 3 .0 7 .5 .5 6 2 18.66 t .2 0 1.27
5 3 .0 13.5 1.822 15.48 t .1 6 1.19
6 3 .0 16.5 2 .723 10.36 i .1 2 1 .02
8 3 .0 22 .5 5 .065 7 .7 2  i .0 8 .8 9
9 3 .0 2 5 .5 6 .5 0 6 .0 1  i .0 7 .7 8
11 3 .0 31 .5 9 .9 2 4 .4 8  —.0 5 .6 5
12 3 .0 34 .5 12. 25 3 .86  —.0 4 .5 9
14 3 .0 4 0 .5 16.40 1.77 t .0 3 .2 5
15 3 .0 4 3 .5 18.93 1 .2 4 Î .0 2 .0 9
TABLE 2 .B .5 Diffusion at 18*C
No, of
Crystal
SUce
Thickness  
of S lice  
cm  X  10^
Depth of 
Centre of 
S lice from  
■ F ace  
cm  X 10
Depth (X) 
Squared
cm “ X 1Q4
Specific 
A ctivity  
of S lice  
Counts per 
Second per  
m g.
Dog of
Specify
Actlvit;j
X x ' A loglO-^
3 3 .0 7 .5 .5 6 2 1 2 .4  t  .1 2 1.09
5 3 .0 13 .5 1.822 11 .6  t  ,1 1 1 .06
6 3 .0 16.5 2.723 9 .6  t  .1 0 .9 8
8 3 .0 22 .5 5 .065 6 ,5  t  ,0 8 .8 1
11 3 .0 31 .5 9 .9 2 5 .4  t  ,0 7 .7 3
13 3 .0 3 7 .5 14.06 4 .5  t  . 07 .6 5
15 3 .0 4 3 .5 18.93 4 ,0  ± ,0 6 .6 0
TABLE 2 .B .6 D iffusion at 22.2®C
No. of
Crystal
S lice
T hickness 
of S lice  
cm  X 10
Depth of 
Centre of 
Slice from  
F a ce  (x r  
cm  X 10^
Depth (X) 
Squared 
cm^ X 10*
Specific 
A ctivity  
of S lice  
(Counts 
per Second 
per m g.)
Dog of
SpecUU
Activity
X X" A lo g jo ^
10 3 .0 28 .5 8 .1 2 3 .60  i  .1 1 .5 6
11 3 .0 3 1 .5 9 .9 2 2.91 i .6 4 .4 6
12 3 .0 3 4 .5 12.25 2.20  t  . 04 .3 3
14 3 .0 4 0 .5 16.40 1. 40 t  . 06 .1 3 4
15 3 .0 4 3 .5 18. 93 1. 00 t  . 05 .003
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L Interpretation of the results*
U A. The interpretation of the diffusion results for cyclohexane obtained 
by the sectioning technique*
(i) The choice of a diffusion equation*
The conditions under which the diffusion studies have been 
carried out can be interpreted in term s of an infinitely thin source 
diffusing into an infinitely thick medium* This interpretation 
applies when the source thickness is  negligible compared to the 
depth of diffusion# which in turn is  le ss  than the thickness of the 
diffusion medium*
The solution of the diffusion equation for an infinitely thin 
source diffusing from the right end face of a semi-infinite cylinder, 
which is  the solution applicable to the present experiment# is  (1, 3)
S  ______
Q is  the total quantity of the diffusing source#
C is  the concentration of the diffusing species at a perpendicular 
distance X from the source* 
t is  the time of the diffusion process 
and D is  the diffusion coefficient of the diffusing species*
The expression tends to ssero for values of X approaching 
infinity when 11> O,
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(Taking logarithms of equation II* I** we obtain;-
o
log^A = ** 4Dt • • • •
in which A represents the concentration of radioactivity dL 
the diffusing isotopic species and Q represents the total radioactivity 
of the source* If the above interpretation of the diffusion conditions 
is  correct# then a plot of the logarithm of the concentration of 
radioactivity at a depth X# after a time t, versus the square of X# 
should yield a straight line of slope,
™ L _
4Dt
U logarithms are taken to the base 10# the slope of the
straight line will become - * The diffusion period# t# is4Dt
known from experiment and hence the diffusion coefficient can be 
calculated from the slope of this line*
Figure (24) shows a series of plots of log^QA versus X^, 
made from the results of the diffusion experiments* The lüiearity 
of the plots suggests that the conditions for diffusion, as required by 
equation II* 1* # are correct*
The diffusion conditions were such that the depth of diffusion 
was of the order of 100 tim es the thickness of the source and that 
the thickness of the crystal was 100 tim es greater than the diffusion 
distance* These figures were calculated on the basis that the 
source thickness was of the order of 1 micron ^ as indicated
.. . 8 8 
pj?evl.oii,s|y iseetloq I, 3, AviJ, ÿhe diffusjloq d e#h  lyas between
iOO .and 200 mtcyons (ne sh e w  by experiment) and that the thickness
.of thé éî^etaj .specimens was 1 em,;
I, A. (11) Cnichtatlon of the diffusion eqnation for .seff^diffusion in
solid oyclohekanef 
The diffusion coeAiicients fof aeif-diffuBion in solid 
cyclohexane were eyaloeted from .the slopes of the logiqA versus x  
plots* show# In figure 24, The slopes in .each ,cese were calculated 
by the method of least mean,sqnar.es from the experimental points.
The resnlts of the calcniations i»re giyen in table ii, i ,
TABLE ih d .
SELF-DIE'FUSION COEFFICIENTS FOB CYCLOHEXANE
Number Diffusion 1 
'Temperature 
T*C T%
I 3  
- ------% 19^
T%
Diffusion Coefflç
D. GM  ^SEC"
T -31 ,5 241.7 .4 . 1 3 7 7,21 X,10^^
2 . '^37,:5; .238.7 4.242 2.35 % 10"^
3 -39 ,0 234.2 4,270 2,  05 X 10'^
'4 ,.-44«. 8 228,4 4.378 8 , 8 6  X,1 0 "^ ®
.5 -44;$ 2 2 $. 4 4.378 8,70 X 10""^ ^A 1
6 „»4$»;2 225.0 4.444 6.54x10*'^°
,7 -50 ,0 2 2 3 . 2 4.480 4.53 X lO-'lO
8 -57,5 .215.-.7 .4 . 4 3 6 1 , 0 1  X,1 0 ^1 °
9 -57 .5 215.7 4.636 1.12 X 10-10
1 0 -62» 6 2 1 0 . 6 4.749 4.53 X 10-11
8 0 l
85
:
'3
9-0
Û
c?o
1 9 .5
100
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The température dépendance of the diffusion process can be 
described in term s of an Arrhenius equation which gives (3):-
D = Do EXP { - ■r t  )   II. 3
Do and E are constants of the equation, E represents the 
activation energy for the diffusion process.
Taking logarithms of both sides of equation II. 3 ., gives
logj{P = logjoDo .  log io^  . . . II.4
A  plot of Icg.gD veysuo should give a straight line of slope
- i o g j o e . ( f - )
with an intercept of logj^gDo.
Figure 25 shows such a plot drawn from the values in table II. A. 1. ^
The slope and intercept of the line were determined by a least mean 
squares calculation from the experimental points and from these 
values were derived the constants of equation II. 3.
The results obtained show that the self*d|ffusion coefficient 
in solid cyclohexane varies with the absolute temperature, according 
to the equation:-
D s  [ 6 , 1 0 t  3 .79 7 * 10*. EXP. - /  MQ j  CM  ^ SEC"^
The calculation of the above is  shown in the appendix.
B, The interpretation of the diffusion results for pivalic acid.
The results for diffusion in pivalic acid were treated in the 
same manner as those for diffusion in cyclohexane since the
fu
C (CRS.'^M.G.) o\ O K)O o
o ■
rv)
X
KD
X
in  —
□
9 0
conditions for diffusion were similar in both cases,
Application of the diffusion equation II# 2# to the diffusion 
results led to a series of linear plots for log^ ^^ A versus X , as 
shown in figure 26# A least means squares calculation to find the 
best straight line for each set of experimental points led to the 
evaluation of the diffusion coefficients shown in table II# 2# ^
TABUS II# 2.
SELF-BHî^FtîSlON COEFFICIENTS IN PIFABIC ACID
Number Diffusion
Temperature
T*C T®K
Diffusion
Coefficient
D . CM^SEC*
1 7 .2 280.4 3.565 3.54 X 1 0 “ ®
2 9 .4 282.6 3.539 4.29 X 10“®
3 1 2 . 0 285.2 3.507 4 .9 2 X 10“®
4 14.8 288.0 3.472 5.68 X 10“®
S 1 8 . 0 291.2 3.438 6. 53 X 10“®
6 22.2 295.4 3.395 8.08 X 1 0 “ ®
The temperature dependence of the diffusion process is  
shown in the Arrhenius plot# figure 27, and from a least means 
squares calculation from the experimental points on the plot the 
Constants of equation II# 3# were evaluated# (see appendW#
The results obtained show that the %H-dlffusion coefficient 
in solid pivalic acid varies with the absolute temperature according
7 5
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to the equation:-
D = (2.25 Î  1 .25).EXP - CM^.SEC"^
.D , îhteypretatlon of dfffusloa sresuUs obtained for cyclbhexane by the 
ggnrface deoreaee method#
The diffuelon condition# for the surface decrease experiments 
were the same as for the previous experiments in which sectioning 
was employed. The equation II. I. is  therefore appUcabie:-
Q
^ "//TDt ""laSt * • # • . n . 1.
Considering a section of crystal situated between the distances 
X  and X + i ix  from Uie surface and supposing that the activity is  
exponentially absorbed, the contribution to the activity as measured 
at the surface w ill be dA (70);*
2#
dA = EXP ( -  ^ { ~ ) .* E X P  { - / t X )  dx , . II.5
is  the linear absorption coefficient of the particles and K 
is  a proportionality constant depending on the geometry of the 
counting.
The total activity at the surface is  given, therefore, by;*
2
EXP - + /tX ) dx . . . .  III. 6
Changing the variable and substituting
I = 2\ZdT
it can be shown that
A = KQ EXP (/<2DÛ [ I  ~ erf (/UWÛ]  . . . . .  II.7.
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The total eurface activity prior to «Jiilusion is  measured as 
Ao = KQ, from which one can obtain:*
^  = EXP ^ 1 - erfJA/D0 J .....................................II. 8.
A
It is  then possible to draw a curve giving as a function 
ayU^Dt for values of le ss  than 1, the values ofyti^ t are 
chosen to provide a suitable range for A/Ao and the corresponding 
values of er^^fBt can be obtained from tables of the error function 
(71)# The curve is  shown in figure 28.
From the values of A/Ao given in tables II. AD. 1 to II. AD, 4, 
a series of figures can be obtained for each diffusion
experiment, and since both D a n d ^  should be constant at a given 
temperature, the values ofy&A) should likewise be constant.
The values of^%> obtained from the figures of A/Ao and t 
for the surface decrease experiments are shown in table II. 3.
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TABLE II. 3.
THE VALUES O F OBTAINED FROM THE 
EXPEREVIENTAL RESULTS IN TABLES ILAD. 1. 
TO II.AD. 4. AND THE CURVE IN FIGURE 28
Experiment Number 1 2 3 4
-31 .5 -39.8 -44 .5 •50. <
) K 10* L '/MD X
> 4^10-6
;/?D
2.11 1.11 5.38 3.04
2.61 2.87 4.39 2.94
4.55 2.92 16.50 2.96
5.23 2.56 19.3
5.03 3.08 10.1 ,
4 .66 3.40 9.05
4.88 3.85 6.68
4.55 3.76 6.21
5.26 2.98 6.10
5.80 2.80
4.43 2.07
The results show a marked deviation from constant values 
ofy6(&), the cause of which is  somewhat uncertain. It is  possible 
that leakage of activity through the mica window could have 
occurred, since small cracks in mica are not easy to detect.
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which could have given rise  to errors. There is  also the possibility  
that the absorption of the radiation from the cyclohexane did not 
follow an exponential form and that application of equation III. 8. 
might not be valid.
The results obtained, however, for experiments 1 and 2 
are reasonably constant, if the first results in each case are 
rejected. The reason for the low values ofy((%) obtained for the 
initial results could perhaps be abscribed to time required to form  
equilibrium conditions when the apparatus was put In the thermostat. 
Such an explanation is  not supported by results obtained previously 
which indicated that rapid thermal equilibrium was established 
very rapidly on immersion of the crystal specimen in the thermostat 
bath.
Accepting that the theoretical treatment of the results is
?valid and that the variation o f D  arises from experimental 
errors, the average values o f ^ ^  for each temperature were 
calculated, and hence D. The value o f^ u se d  for the calculation 
of D was determined from the absorption half-thickness of the 
carbon-14 (72) and the density of cyclohexane, using the formula:-
a  X ^
where is  the linear ab&qrption coefficient is  the
bulk absorption coefficient of the carbon-14 and^ is  the density 
of cyclohexane as determined from density (54) and crystallographic 
data (33),
t[c y c lo h ex a n e ]
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The average values tiijljfyi are shown below In table II. 4. 
along with the corresponding values of D.
TABLE 11.4.
SELF-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS DETERMINED BY 
SURFACE d e c r e a s e  EXPERIMENTS 
Ej^erlment Number 1 2 3 4
T, ®K 241.7 233.4 228.7 223.0
l/T  X 103 4.141 4.280 4.368 4.489
mJ h  4.46 X 10“^;2.79 x 10"®; 9.08 x 10"*;2.98 x 10"*
D 7 .6  X 10"^;4.8 X 10"10; 1.6 x  10"^°;5.1 x 10"^^
The corresponding D values as determined by the sectioning technique 
are:-
7 .2  X 10"9;2 X 10"9 ; 9 x I0~l®;4 x 10"^®
Apart from agreement with experiment number the 
values of D obtained by the sectioning method are all higher than 
those determined by the surface decrease method.
In view of the possible experimental errors and the 
uncertainty of the results obtained by the surface decrease method, 
it was decided not to pursue a further analysis of these figures.
An activation energy was, however, determined and the Arrhenius 
plot is  shown in figure 29 which indicates the degree of error 
associated with the results# The activation energy as determined
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from figure 29 was 23 K cats/m qie, a much higher figure than 
that determined by the sectioning technique which is  considered a 
more reliable method.
CHAPTER III 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
9
gummary. flt,preYtottff-wogfe>è
Results concerning diffusion in molecular solids have been 
obtained by three distinct techniques. These are:-
(a) the radioactive tracer method,
(b) the nuclear magnetic resonance (N.M .R.) technique 
and (c) an energetic irradiation technique.
, 1. (a) The diffusion results obtained by tracer studies of molecular solids.
Prior to the present work, only four direct measurements 
of diffusion in molecular solids had been made. These studies had 
been carried out on:-
(1) solid hydrogen (2 1 ),
(ii) ortho-rhombic sulphur (18),
(iil) ^-white phosphorus (19)
and (iv) anthracene (2 0 ).
Because of the limited number of results in existence, it 
has not been possible, so far, to draw any general conclusions 
regarding diffusion in molecular solids. The lack of experimental 
results has forced previous workers In the field to make comparisons 
of their results with these in existence for ionic crystals and 
m etals. This process has been of some interest, but much further 
work is  required before any rules governing diffusion in molecular 
crystals can be established.
In 1938 Gremer (21) published the first determination of 
diffusion in a molecular solid. He assumed that the ortho-para
s
conversion of solid hydrogen is  foimolecular in character and 
becomes diffusion controlled at low concentrations of para-hydrogen.
On this assumption, he calculated a diffusion equation for solid 
hydrogen at its melting pointy which was;-
D = Do  EXP < -  . . . .  m . l
The measurements were made over a very limited temperature 
range, 1 1  -  13 1C » and this, coupled with the experimental scatter, 
makes the result quite uncertain. Jost has proposed that the 
activation energy indicates bulk diffusion by means of a vacancy 
process (73).
it was not until 1951 that the next measurement of self-diffusion 
in a molecular solid was made, when Cuddeback and Drickamer 
measured self-diffusion in orthp-rhombic sulphur (IS). Their 
technique was to deposit radioactive sulphur onto the^///^face of a 
single crystal of O-rhombic sulphur. They followed the diffusion 
process by microtoming the crystal after the diffusion period, eoid 
assaying each section for radioactivity. The radioactive sulphur 
was deposited by evaporation and by precipitation from a saturated 
solution. The latter technique was said to have provided a superior 
degree of contact, but the use of such a method might be criticised  
on the grounds that the solvent used could attack the surface on which 
the deposit was made.
The diffusion process in sulphur was found to have a dual
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character^ in that at 30^C below the transition to the monoclinic 
phase the diffusion rate rose very rapidly, indicating the onset of a 
aeCond diffusion process. The diffusion rate, prior to this rapid 
rise, was expressed by the equations-
P  » 8 .3 2  X 10*1%  E3CP - ( ^ 1 ^ - ) ÇM  ^ , III.2
which was interpreted by the authors as representing diffusion 
perpendicular to the^///Jplane. At temperatures approaching the 
transition point to monoClinic sulphur, they suggest that diffusion 
parallel to the(///Jplane becomes important and presents a contribution 
to the overall rate of diffusion, thus accounting for the rapid rise in 
the diffusion rate. Analysis of this region leads to an expression  
for diffusion parallel to the(//^plane, given by:-
D s  1.78 X E3£P -  ( cm^ eec"^ . . . HI. 3
The increase in the activation energy is  ascribed to the increased 
jump distance in the new direction.
The magnitude of the constants in the two equatiws are 
similar to those observed for bismuth (74# which has been reported 
as showing diffusion anisotropy.
In 1955 Nachtrieb ai.d Handler (19) made a study qf soM-diffusion 
in^-w hlte phosphorus. This material was chosen because it had a 
cubic structure, and would, therefore, be unlikely to exhibit diffusion 
anisotropy. In this case a tracer technique was again employed
and evidence of two diffusion processes was found. One process
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occurred at temperatui*ea below 35^€ and a cecond became significant 
between 35^C and the melting point (44. l®€). The expression for 
the temperature dépendance of the diffusion process was given by:-
D = 1 .07 X 10"3 EXP ( -  + 2 X 10** EXP - ( CM^SEC"  ^ III.4
The second term of the expression becomes important at 
temperatures above 35^C.
The low temperature diffusion process has been interpreted 
in terms of the random walk of molecules via relaxed vacancies.
This conclusion is  arrived at by comparing the activation energy 
for diffusion at the lower temperatures, with a value predicted 
from the empirical equation;-
3S = CXi ........................................................ III. 5
in which C Is a constant equal to 16.5 and h  is  tne latent 
heat of fusion. This latter equation was derived by Nachtrieb and 
I'landler on the basis of results available for self-diffusion in cubic 
metals (75).
The activation energy predicted for self-diffusion by 
equation III, S is  9920 cals/m ole, which compares reasonably well 
with the value of 9400 cals/m ole obtained for diffusion below 3S^C.
Above 3B^C the authors propose that some large scale co-operative 
phenomenom is  responsible for the high activation energy observed.
They show that the entropy faptor associated with the process Is
very large. Indicating that a large number of m olecules are Involved
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lu the procès G. Thus the more simple diffusion mechanisms, 
such as direct interchange and interstitial, have been ruled out.
The proposed mechanism is  based on a co-operative molecular 
motion involving premelted regions in the solid*
H such a consideration is  realistic# then it might be expected 
that a gradual transition from diffusion in the solid state to that in 
the liquid state should occur* The only example of such a transition 
has been that reported for self-diffusion In solid indium, near its 
melting point (77) *
Nachtrieb and Lawson (78) have shown that the rate of 
self-diffusion In p<^ -white phosphorus is  reduced by increasing the 
hydrostatic pressure and that lattice disordering, on a comparatively 
large scale, sets in well below the melting point* The pressure 
effect indicates that the diffusion process occurs by way of lattice 
defects, the concentration of which is  reduced by application of 
increased pressure* TWs suggests that the diffusion is  controlled 
by migration of m olecules Into vacant lattice sites*
The diffusion results of Hachtrieb and Handler (19) are 
subject to some doubt# in view of the fact that they used polycrystalline 
specimens for their diffusion eaqperiments. These specimens 
would contain many grata boundaries which would provide short- 
circuiting paths for diffusion which would lend to enhance the 
observed diffusion rates*
The final direct measurement of self ^ diffusion in a molecular
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crystal, prior to this work, *vme made by Sherwood and Thomson 
(EOL They studied self-dlffuslon in anthracene using a tracer 
technique. The tracer was evaporated onto a specific surface of a 
single crystal, which was sectioned after the diffusion period.
The results indicated the occurrence of two simultaneous diffusion 
processes. The major one was assumed to represent bulk diffusion, 
while the other process, which accounted for a very email fraction 
of the diffused material, was thought to represent diffusion along 
lattice dislocations.
The bulk-diffusion process in anthracene which was measured 
perpendicular to the 0 0 1  plane was expressed as a function of 
temperature by the equation;-
D a 1 ,3  X 10^ ' e x P - ( GM  ^ SEC“  ^ . , . 111.6
An analysis of the rapid diffusion process was not made 
because of the limited accuracy of tl%e experimental points associated  
with the process.
As was the case with the high temperature range of (X-white 
phosphorus, Sherwood and Thomson found a high entropy factor 
was associated witli the diffusion process (20), This fact, coupled 
with the liigh activation energy, led them to the conclusion that the 
diffusion process In anthracene was a co-operative phenomenon 
involving four to six molecule^
Table III, I shows a summary of the results obtained for
JL 0  es
diffusion in  molecular solids by tracer techniques.
TABLE HI. 1
Molecule
hydrogen
sulphur
Preexponential Activation 
Factor (Dd Energy (E) 
(cm^ sec~4
) .  .
(k cals/mole)
. 8
9. 4 
81
3,1  
78
1 0 -7
white
phosphorus
anthracene
( 8 . 3 k 10“Î^
( 2  X 1 0 ®“
( 1.1 % 10-3 
( Z xlO^*
(A)
<B)
Reference
(21)
(18)
(19)
( 20)1.3x10^ ^  42 .4
A - low temperature diffusion 
B - high temperature diffusion
The remaining results in existence, regarding diffusion in 
molecular solids, have been obtained from nuclear magnetic resonance 
(N.M .R.) measurements and irradiation techniques. A summary 
of the Information available from these sources is  shown later in 
table III. 2 .
L. (B) Diffusion résulta obtained from N. M. B. measurements and irradiation 
(C)
experiments.
Agreement between H.M .B. studies of self-diffusion and 
tracer work has been found in the cases of lithium and sodium (79),
f
I but in the case of molecular crystals, agreement has not as yet
I
been found.
The information which has been obtained with regard to
oelf“dif£usiosi in  m olecular c ry sta ls  by N.M.R* has been lim ited, 1 0  4 
with one exception, to  the form ulation of some activation energies 
fo r diffusion. The exception is  the case ^-w hite  phosphorus, 
where Be sing has made a thorough study of self-diffusion, using 
the H .M .B . technique (BS).
The diffusion equation which Eesing calculated fo r (X-white 
phosphorus is :-
D = 7 .7  * 10*2 E3EP - ( eec"* . , . III. 7
which can be com pared with the equation derived by Nachtrieb and 
Handler (19) ;#
D s  1 .1 X 10*® EXP -  (-&0 -) + 2 X 10“^ * EXP -  { cm^sec"^ III.4
Be Sing found that equation HI. 7 described the diffusion 
process in (X-white phosphorus up to the m elting point, and suggested 
that the high tompeieature p rocess found by Nachtrieb and Handler 
could have been the resu lt of grahi-boundary prem elting, in  the 
polycrystalline specim ens.
A com parison of equation HI. 7 with the f ir s t  p a rt of equation 
HI. 4, shows that the re  Is a  considerable discrepancy between the 
equations describing the low tem perature  p rocess.
Other m olecular solids which have been sho%w to  'OxlHbit 
self-diffusion by H .M .H . m easurem ents, include methane, for 
v/lüch a diffusion equation has been calculated (80), it is :-
»  a 7 X 10“* EXP - cm^ sec“ ^  III. 8
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M ore recently , however. Bloom (81) hao calculated that 
the self-diffusion activation energy in solid methane Is 3200 cals/m ole , 
a value which is  twice that shown in equation III# 8# Both re su lts  
were obtained using the N .M .B . technique, which tends to throw 
some doubt on the value of the m easurem ents.
R esults of N .M .R . studies on solid hoxamethyldisilano 
(31) and pivalic acid (24), have yielded values of 10 and 0 k. cals/m ole 
respectively, fo r self-diffusion in these solids, but the authors 
have stated tha t the resu lts  rep resen t only on order of magnitude# 
Activation energ ies of 6 (82) and 9. Z k* cals/m ole (S3) have been 
proposed from  N.M#E# studies of solid neopentone, although the 
la tte r  figure was obtained from  a  study made on an im pure specimen#
Andrew and Fades (30) in an H# M. B# study of solid cyclohexone 
found evidence for self-diffusion. During th e ir experim ent, the 
N .M .H . liiie-wldth narrowed appreciably at 240 and they 
suggested that the degree of narrowhig could best be explained on 
the basis of m olecular self-diffusion# A calculation of the activation 
energy for self-diffusion was made, assuming the Jump frequency 
of the m olecules to  be of the o rder of the N.M.M. lhae-width frequency, 
which was lO^C/S# They also  assum ed that the jump frequency to 
à vacancy would be given by:-
V = I EXP - £ ' ^ y  (84) 
on the basis of a simple vacancy diffusion, and that the
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la ttice  frequency (0 would be 1# C/S. A value of 8 k. cals/m ole
was derived fo r Q, which rep resen ts  the activation energy for diffusion.
This value of Q was* therefore, only an approximation, based on a
se rie s  of assum ptions. , .
M ore recently  Easing (S3) has indicated a value of 9 .3S k, cals/m ole 
for tiie activation energy for sell-diffusion in cyclohexane, made 
from  on A rrhenius plot of his re su lts . Unfortunately,
the sample used fo r the m easurem ent was im pure and so the resu lt 
is  suspect.
A review  of thé M .M .B. data for self-diffusion in m olecular 
solids shows the wide variation of re su lts  which have been obtained.
As mentioned previously {p. 10) the N. M .B. technique affords a 
lim ited m eans of studying self-diffusion p rocesses. It has recently  
been stated that the technique can be sensitive to  im purities, where 
the derivation of diffusion energies is  concerned (82). Thus it la 
possible that the use of Impure sam ples could account fo r the 
divergent diffusion re su lts  which have been proposed from  different 
M .M .E. studies of the same compound.
Another contribution to  diffusion data for m olecular solids 
is  supplied by the re su lts  of irrad ia tion  experim ents ca rried  out on 
some m olecular solids. The solids a re  subjected to  irrad ia tion  by 
or X -rays, m%d the lives of the fre e  rad icals so form ed, a re  
followed by mt electrm i- spin-resonance technique.
In such a study of cyclohexane, S^^warc and M arx (85)
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irrad ia ted  ooUd cyclohexane wWi ^ r a y a  at 77 ^/v They found
that the cyclohexane rad icals eo form ed, did not recom bine until a
tem perature in tlie region of 17Û reached. This is  the
region of the transition  tem perature of solid cycloliexano to the
plastic  phase. At the transition  tem perature the ra d  lo a ia  recom bine
rapidly and the activation energy for recombination of the rad ica ls
was found to  be 20 k. ca ls/m ole . The authors could not reconcile
such a high activation energy with any known diffusion m echanism .
Their resu lt, however, shows to lerab le agreem ent with the present
study, and may serve as another indication of the lim its of N .M .E .
as a m eans of detecting diffusion p rocesses. Sim ilar activation
energies w ere found for rad ical recom bination in cyclohexyl chloride
and bromide (86).
A lis t of the diffusion data available from  N .M .B . m easurem ents
and irrad ia tion  experim ents is  shown below in table III. 2.
TABLE III. a.
Self-Diffusion Constants fo r M olecular Solids
Molecule Pre-exponential Activation Reference
F ac to r Do. Energy E
(cm^ sec* ) (k. cals/m ole)
Cyclohexane ( 8 (3 0 )
( 9 .4  (83)
( 2 0
Hexomethyldisilane 10 (31)
Neopentone ( 6 (82)
{ 9. Z (S3)
1  ( }  8
Molecule Pre-exponentiûl Activation Reference
Factor Do
(cm sec* 4
Energy E 
(k. cais/mole)
Methane ( 7 x 10** 
(
1.5
3.2
(80)
(81)
Pivoilc AcW 8 (24)
t-bntyl chloride S (82)
Xenon 5 (03)
(?C-whlts phosphorus 7 .7  x 10”^ 1 2 . 2 (25)
2 . 2  dichloropropane 6 (82)
With reg ard  to  p lastic c ry sta ls  (loc# cit. p. 7) which constitute 
all tïio m olecular solids in table IIL 2, there is  only one example 
(25) where re su lts  a re  available fo r comparison between H.M. H. 
and tra c e r  studies* The discrepancy between these re su lts  has 
already been noted. Otherwise the only diffusion data in existence 
for diffusion in  p lastic  c ry sta ls  -  the re su lts  of the p resen t study 
will be discussed la te r  -  a re  a  se rie s  of uncertain activation energies* 
Considering m olecular c ry sta ls  as a whole# complete diffusion 
equatiw s a re  available in mity four cases# anthracene (20) o( white 
phosphorus (19) (25)# sulphur (IS) and methane (80).
In imalysoa of tlie diffusion equation itself many theories 
have been postulated as to the meaning of the pre-exponential 
factor (Dc) and its  bearing on the diffusion process (87# 88). The
value of the activation energy is  a lso  a guide to the tyf® diffusion 
process# since it  rep resen ts  the ease with which an atom or molecule
can move through the lattice (3) •
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In the case of some m etals values of Do and F  for various 
diffusion m echanism s have been calculated# and tliose com pared 
with exfperimentel values In an attem pt to  determ ine the m ost 
probable diffusion mechmdsm in a p articu lar case# This method 
has m et with lim ited success in some cases# due probably to  the 
approximate nature of the calculations, ft has not been possible 
to make calculations of the above kind for m olecular solids because 
of the lack of the necessary  physical data for the solids studied.
The experim ental pre-exponential facto rs fo r m etals have 
been found to  bo in the range . 1 to 10 (19). The corresponding 
range for m olecular solids v aries  from  10**^  ^to  10^^# if one 
considers only the low tem perature diffusion p rocesses of sulphur 
and phosphorus. This is  on enormous range compared to  tliat 
found for m etals and suggests# perhaps# that diffusion in the two 
system s should not be too closely com pared.
In m etallic  system s several em pirical ru le s  have been 
advanced concerning self-diffusion. These ru les  re la te  the activation 
energy for diffusion to  some physical property kA the m etal. Two 
of thèse ru les  co rre la te  the diffusion energy with the latent heat of 
fusion (7S) and the m elting tem perature (89) respectively. The 
form er has been shown to  hold for b( white phosphorus (19) as well 
as for cubic metals# but la te r  work (25) has thrown some doubt on 
that com parison.
Other co rre la tions have been made concerning the activation
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ôîiergy* and the latent heat o£ ouMimation and tliese will bo diecusaed 
latear# vdtài the caeea of eycloîiexane and pivalie acid*
The eKpeiftmental expreaelone for sejf-^diffuoion to Oyclohexone 
m%d Pivalie Acid end a compajrlaon of pafe-e^fsponentlol factosrs for 
self«dilfueion to m olecular eollde#
The aelf"diffusion p rocesses to  cycWiexane and x>ivelic 
acid were found to vary wltîi the absolute temperature# according 
to  the equations:"
(A D = (6.1 i  3,8) X JO^ SXP -  < ) cm^ eee“  ^ . III. 9
m%d
(tl) ' D = (2 .5  Î  1 ,2 9  E2DP -  ( ) cm^ see"* . , III. 10
respectively .
Studios of diffusion to m olecular solids have revealed the
existence of two types of bulk diffusion processes, one involving
diffusion via vacant la ttice sites and the otîier a m ore complex
diffusion p rocess which occurs towards the molting point of the
solid. The experim ental values of Bo from  these studies a re
shown to table III. I .
The values of Do fo r the low tem perature ranges vary  from  
« ^  # *
1 0 * to 1 0  , assum ing that the diffusion p rocess to anthracene is
represen tative of norm al bulk diffusion. The experim ental values
for the pro-exponential factors fo r cyclohexane end $>ivalic acid
both lie withto th is range. The value of Do for cyclohexane (lO^cm^'sec**^),
Is, like that of antteacene (1 0 « cm ^ee“^), much higher than for
I l l
the rem alntog re su lts  and suggests timt the diffusion m echanism  
may not be a simple vacancy process.
The high tem perature diffusion p rocesses found to sulphur 
and phosphorus w ere d ia rac te rised  by very large Do values,
18^^ and 10^^ cm^sec*^ respectively . These fac to rs suggest a 
completely different diffusion p ro cess  to #%e low tem perature 
ranges* Two explanations have been advanced to explain the high 
tem perature diffusion p rocesses. The f ir s t  Is that diffusion 
anisotropy ia responsible (IS), but to the second, it  is  assum ed 
that p re-transitiona l effects a re  responsible (19). The la tte r  
explanation involves the form ation of prem elted llqiüd^llko c lu ste rs  
near the m elting point witli subsequent diffusion of these c lu ste rs .
Calculations of the pre-exponential factors for diffusion to 
m etals and ionic c ry sta ls  have been made (3), and it  may be possible 
to obtain approxim ate figures for Do for m olecular c ry sta ls  by 
these methods.
Calculation of The Bre-expcmential F ac to rs  for Diffusion,
A general approach based on c lassica l ra te  theory has been 
made to the problem  of diffusion to solids (90), and from  th is 
approach It is  possible to calculate the pre-exponential fac to rs  for 
diffusion in cyclohexane and pivalie acid.
The equation which has been derived for diffusion in solids
is*-
D = E3£P ( .  - ^ ) ........................................................ III. U
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where a la  the atom jusnp distance, 'V' io the vibrational 
frequency of the atom In the direction of movement and E is  tine 
activation energy fo r diffusion. Comparing tMs equation with the 
A rrhenius equation fo r diffusion in solids, one obtains:-
Do = a H  .   nr. 1 2
Using th is  equation, the values of Do x>redicted fo r m etals 
a re  of the o rder of 10"^ cm^sec*^, %vhereas the experim ental
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values of Do lie  between 10* and 10 cm sec* • It has been 
suggested tliat the disagreem ent is  the re su lt of over simplification 
in  deriving the above equation.
The solid state  structu re  of cyclohexane has been examined 
by X -ray  methods (33, 91) and values of the in term olecular distances 
in tlie p lastic phase have been evaluated. The structure of the 
plastic phase of pivalie acid has also  been analysed by 3C-ray 
crystallography (92) mid a value of the edgo-length of the unit ce ll 
has been published. The struc tu res  of cyclohexane and pivalie 
acid w ere found to  be face-centred  cubic.
Using the published values of the lattice p aram eters  and 
calculated values of tite Debye charac teris tic  tem perature, 
from  which the la ttice  vibrational frequency can be obtained, the 
pre-exponential fac to rs  for diffusion in cyclohexane and pivalie 
acid w ere calculated.
The values of 0  w ere calculated from  the equation;-
= 163 ( ) 'A ............................................. m . 13
MV2/3
± ,i ^
wliich has been shown to give good agreem ent between 
experiment mid theory for argon, krypton mid xenon (93). In 
equation III. 13, Tm la  the m elting tem perature of the. aubatanee,
V is  its  m olar volume and M its  m olecular weight.
The value of the lattice vibrational frequency was calculated 
from  the rela tion
^  k  0  w h e r e  h  -  B o l t z m a n n ’ s c o n s t a n t
h
ir .o r  = P l a n c k ’ s  c o n s t a n t
0  ± S9
J L .1 I X.1.11
^  = 6 .6 2 x 1 0 -^ 7  
and the la ttice  constant, Ao = 0.6 x 10**^cms. (91),
Substituting theh0 values in equation III. IE gives;#
Do = X 59 X (8 . 6)^ X 10-166.63 X 10 ^
Do * .905 X 10"^ cm^eec"^ . .   111.14
= 50
“l y  _  1 .  3 S . .3i!i.iX f l . „  c n  
~ 6.62 X 10-27 *
anti A<9 = S. 8 2  X 10“  ^ em s. (92)
D o  = 6 ^ 6 2 "  ^ 1 0 ^  X SO x ( 8 . 8 2 ) 2 %  1 0 - 1 6
which glvos Do = .815 * 10-2 cm^sec*^ . . . . m .lS
These calculations, based on eqnatlon III. 12, do not take
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into account any limiting conditions to diffusion. The calculated 
value for th^ pre-cxponontial factor, therefore, represents the 
maximum value which that factor can have. Since the effect of 
considering any of the accepted diffusion mechanisms will bo io  
constrain the diffusion process m û  hence reduce the calculated 
value of Do, it seem s obvious that a combination of any of tltese 
mechanisms with the above theory for Do, v/ill not account for the 
experimental results obtained.
A more precise determination of the diffusion equation has 
been made by Zener (76) and De Glaire (8 8 ). Tills involves a 
consideration of the free energy change associated with the diffusion 
process which effectively results in tlio replacement of B in equation 
III. 11 hy/ù G, the free energy change involved in tile diffusion 
process. Development of tills equation leads to the incorporation 
of an entropy term in the expression for Do. De Glaire* s treatment 
of the diffusion process is  as follows:
If self-diffusion in a crystal occurs by a vacancy mechanism  
and I f /lü f  is  the free energy change associated with the formation 
of a vacancy, the concentration of vacancies in tlie crystal is :-
X = EXP - (4 g£ / S T )  III. 16
The diffusion coefficient can be given by:-
D =  m . 17
where 0  ^ i s  a geometric factor related to the lattice arrangement of
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atoms or m olecules and7 is  the average tim e between successive 
jumps of each m olecule. In the cyclohexane crysta l the probability 
that a molecule has a  neighbouring vacant site will be lEX and if n 
is  tàm jump ra te  into vacant sites, then;-
- i-  = 1 2 3 t o ...............................................   . III. 18
T  .
and n a V EXP -  C i^Gm/RT) . . . . III. 19
whore V io the moleoular vibration freqnenojr ond/dOm is  
the energy requ ired  to  move a molecule from  its  equilibrium  poèîîtion 
to the top of the potential b a r r ie r  separating it from  a neighbouring 
equilibrium position. An appropriate combination of the above 
equations leads to  the expression:-
D =s a 2  V EXP -    III. 20
which gives, D = V EXP EXP  ^ III. 21
or D o a 2 V EXP (Zte/R). EXP (4H/RT) . ,. . III. 22
Equation III, 22 contains the entropy and enthalpy te rm s  
associated with the diffusion equation, expressed as the composite 
te rm s/3  s  and A  Xi r e  spectively.
Considering equation III, 22, we cm% identify Do of equation 
HI. 16 with V EXP IdW/R). The term  A?* V has already beea 
calcdated fo r diffusion in cycldhemme and pivalie acid fromi eciuation 
XII. 12, and so we can now calculate the entropy changes associated
with the diffusion p rocess  in these solids.
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The Calculation of The Entropy Factor Associated with Self-Diffusion 
to Cyclohezane and Pivalie Acid.
Do = V EXP t d S / R ) ........................................................ m . 23
Substituting the experimental value of Do curid tosorttog the 
calculated value of V, gives 
6.1  K 1q6 = . 905 X 10*7-
, I S “ 46.6 cals/m ole. deg.
Substitution of the values €d D and A^ V to the equation III. 23
gives
2.17 = .815 X 10*^ EXP 0 S /B )
/•  = 1 2 .3  cels, /m ole deg.
The entropy factor for cyclohexane seems high for a simple 
vacancy mechanism when compared with entroi^y factors of 7 and 
13 calculated for self-diffusion to solid sodium (44) and (X'-white 
phosphorus (94) by a vacancy mechanism. These factors were 
calculated on the basis of Zener* a treatment (76) involving the 
elastic modulus of tixe solid. Zener's relation is ;-
w here/) 8  and E are the entropy and enthalpy of activation 
for the diffusion process and /$ la a constant related to the temperature 
coefficient of the elastic modulus.
;s.j
X XThe experim ental entropy factor for pivalie acid ia very 
sim ilar to  that calculated by Dawson (94) for (X -wMto phosphorus.
This could indicate that self-diffusion occurs In pivalie acid by a
t  of
vacancy process. The heat^ of sublimation and fusion^pivalic 
acid and(X-white phosphorus are fairly similar and so a comparison 
of their diffusion charuetoristica seem s not unreasonable.
Sherwood and Thomson (20) estimated the numbers of 
molecules involved in the diffusion process by dividing the activation 
entropy of diffusion by the latent heat of fusimi of the solid. On 
this basis the numbers of molecules involved in tiie self-diffusion 
processes in cyclohexane and pivalie acid would bo 19 and 1 respectively. 
The previous calculation was derived from a theory of Nachtrieb 
and Handler put forward to explain diffusion inO( -white phosphorus
(19), These authors suggested that the molecules around a vacancy 
relaxed into the volume of the vacaoicy farming a small region of 
liquid-like density and that diffusion took place by way of these 
relaxed vacancies. This theory had previously been advanced to 
explain diffusion in cubic metals (75) and was evolved from on 
empirical relation found between the activation energy for self-diffusion 
of some m etals and their latent heats of fusion, A similar treatment 
may be of interest hero.
The activation energies for self-diffusion to GycWiexone and pivalie 
acid.
The activation energy for a diffusion process should give m
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indication of the ease witîi which the diffusion event can occur, Di 
the case of metals the energy required for diffusion by the accepted 
mechanisms has been graded approximately as follows,
E direct interchange^K ring rotation>E v a c a n c y in te r s t it ia l
The above order was based on lattice strain considerations 
and it seem s reasonable to suppose that a similar order might 
obtain in molecular crystals.
In the direct interchange mechanism for a face-centred  
cubic structure, the two adjacent molecules can only interchange 
by the co-operative relaxation of the eight nearest neighbours (76).
The ring rotation mechanism involves the exchange of molecular 
sites by rotation of a planar ring involving four molecules in tlxeir 
lattice positions, Rotation of this ring would involve a smaller 
interaction between the lattice and the ring at the saddle point 
configuration, than for the interchange mechanism, with a subsequent 
reduction of the activation energy.
The interstitial mechanism can apply when the spaces 
between the molecules situated at lattice sites allov/the inclusion 
of an extra molecule. Such a situation arises in tlie diffusion of 
gaseous atoms through metal lattices where tîxe diffusing atoms are 
much smaller than the host atoms. This mechanism is  not considered 
likely to apply in a close packed lattice where the molecules are 
all of a similar size, as would be the case for molecular self-diffusion.
Diffusion by a vacancy mechanism should require an energy
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ap%)roximately equal to the latent heat of sublimation (95), since 
this will be the energy required to form a vacancy In the solid.
Thus for pivalie acid where the latent heat of sublimation is  ID k, cals/m ole, 
calculated from T rout on* s rule (96)# a vacancy mechanism seem s 
probable* This supposition is  supported by the activation entropy 
value as already mentioned# In the case cyclohexeme, however, 
the energy of self-diffusion is  twice the latent heat of sublimation 
^ B, 5 k, cals/m ole (54) jt Hence in cyclohexane the simple vacancy 
mechanism seem s unlikely and one must consider the direct exchange 
machanism or some other alternative#
It has been shown in the case of sodium (4# that the activation 
entropy associated with the direct interchange diffusion mechanism  
is  not very different from that resulting from a vacancy mechanism#
On that basis, and from the entropies of activation calculated for 
phosphorus (94) and sodium (44) for self-diffusion by a vacancy 
mechanism, the direct interchange mechanism alone, will not 
account for the diffusion process in cyclohexane# A further objection 
to the direct interchange mechanism, arises from tlxe close packing 
of the molecules in the cubic phase of cyclohexane. It has been 
shown (24) that the molecules have 15% le ss  volume |n the lattice 
than their maximum volmnes of rotation# This indicates that 
direct interchange would not readily occur.
That the diffusion mechanisms in cyclohexane and pivalie
acid should be different, is  not perhaps surprising, in view of the
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physical differences betwoon the solids, Pivalie acid, although a 
plastic crystal, is  much harder than cyclohexane and is  ktxoivn to 
be hydrogen* bonded to some extent.
Kendo and Oda (SB) havw shown by means of dielectric 
studies end electrical conductivity measurements, that In the 
plastic phase pivalie acid should be composed of non*polar molecular 
units of disordered orientation. They have proposed that each 
molecule occupies a lattice point and associates with one of its  
twelve nearest neighbours to form a hydrogen-bonded dimer.
They further add that rotation and migration of dimers rather than 
discrete m olecules is  possible, and in view of tliis it does seem  
likely that the diffusion process will be somewhat different from 
that in cyclohexane, where the lattice is  not liable to be so rigid.
The cnrK.almtlm of nctivation.eaergies for self-diffusion to moleculur. 
âsSMs*
The energies for self-diffusion In metals have been related 
empirically to physico-chemical properties of the solid and the 
following correlations have been suggested;-
ll^ VTrn S.38 ( 8 7 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , H t3 4
Hyfj ® ^ lattice energy ( 8 7 ) .......................................Ill, 25
and %  r:: 16, S M ( 7 5 )  Ill, 26
where is  the activation energy for diffusion, h f  is  the 
latent heat of fusion and Tm is  the melting temperature of the 
solid.
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A similar table has been made for molecular solids (table III. 3), 
but the number of results available is  very limited and many of 
these are of doubtful accuracy. From the table it can be seen 
that very little correlation exists at all and this is  not perhaps 
surprising in view of the spread of results available. All the 
solids in table III, 3 are •plastic* (26) with the exceptions of anthracene 
and sulphur. Because of this common property one might expect 
some correlation to exist between their diffusion activation energies 
and one of the physical properties mentioned in table III. 3,
In the case of pivalie acid the values of the ratios shown in 
table III. 3 as determined from the present study arc similar to 
those determined for (X-white phosphorus from Hosing*s results
(2 0 ), This may indicate a similarity between the two diffusion 
processes. Since Hoeing*s results were consistent with diffusion 
by a vacancy mechanism, such a mechanism is  also likely for 
pivalie acid. The values shown for cyclohexane in columns I, II 
and III, of table III. 3 are consistently higher than those available 
for other plastic solids, apart from hydrogen, and probably indicate 
that the diffusion process is  more complex. The high entropy 
factor obtained from the diffusion equation for cyclohexane supports 
the evidence of table III. 3 and indicates a co-operative diffusion 
p mechanism involving a number of molecules is  occurring, >
The occurrence of co-operative molecular motions in plastic 
crystals have been mentioned previously by other autliors. Dunning (27)
-r Q p
has pointed out, that In plastic crystals, the volume available to 
the molecule to the lattice is  usually le ss , by 15%, than that 
required for free rotation. He has suggested that co-operative 
fluctuations are necessary to allow reorientation of molecules to a 
plastic crystal. That the molecules to plastic crystals do imdergo 
reorientation, has been shown by H,M, E. (29) and dielectric 
studies (38), It has been found that polar molecular plastic crystals 
show a sharp increase to the dielectrto constant on entering the 
plastic phase. The high entropy of transition to the plastic phase
I
has been ascribed to the additional number of orientations available 
to the molecules and to their increased freedom of movement (97).
In addition, Restog (30) has indicated that a co-operative rotational 
process is  required to esq l^aln his H.M.B. results for the spin- 
lattiee relaxation tim es to (X* white phosphorus.
In view of the number of references which have been made 
to co-operative processes to plastic crystals, it does not seem  
unreasonable to suppose that diffusion in these solids should also  
be a co-operative phenomenom.
The energy of formation of vacancies in molecular crystals.
The energy of formation of a vacancy to a molecular crystal 
should be approximately equal to the latent heat of sublimation of 
the solid (90).
Fressure effects on diffusion processes to white phosphorus 
(78), sodium (1 0 0 ) and lead (101), show that there is  a relaxation
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of atoms about a vacancy, such that the volume of the vacancy 
occupies about one half of the atomic or m olecular volume. 
Calculations by ChUiara and M orrison (102), based on specific 
heat data, suggest that in solid argon and krypton, the vacancy 
volumes a re  about #  of the atomic volumes.
Several authors have shown that the effect of relaxation of 
atoms about a vacancy, in m etals, covalent solids and m olecular 
crysta ls, is  to  reduce the energy of formation of the vacancy 
(75, 102, 103). A calculation based on a com parison of specific 
heat data with expansivity m easurem ents, by Ghihara and M orrison 
(102, suggests that in m olecular c ry sta ls  the energy of form ation 
of a vacancy should be:-
Hv =  .7  X Hs . . .  in. 27, ( Ho = latent heat of
sublimatioîi)
The above authors also indicate that relaxation to  about 2S% 
of the m olecular volume is  to  be expected round a vacancy. On 
this basis the energies of form ation of vacancies in cycWioxone 
and pivalie acid would be 6 k. cals/m ole and H k. ca ls/m ole , 
respectively.
If these figures rep resen t the energies of form ation of the 
defects responsible for self-diffusion in cyclohexane and pivalie 
acid, then the energies of motion via these defects m ust be ID. S 
and 3 k. ca ls/m ole  respectively. This indicates that the diffusion
process In cyclohexane is  m ore complex and probably involves the
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participation of a g rea ter number of m olecules than in the cas© of 
pivalie acid.
H the energies of motion a re  considered to be connected to 
the latent heats of fusion of the solids, in that the relaxed vacancy 
moves through the crysta l la ttice by the * melting* and "freezing* of 
m olecules into, and out of, the vacancy, then the num bers of m olecules 
connected with th is feiotion could be obtained by dividing the energies 
of motion by tlie heats of fusion. This p rocess yields 17 and 6 
molecules fo r cyclohexane and pivalie acid respectively indicating a
I
more Co-operative ^ fu s io n  process in the case of cycldtexane.
The nature of vacanlies in pivalie acid.
It has been |Uggested that the number of vacancies to be 
expected in the la ttice  of a p lastic c ry sta l near the melting point 
should be of the o rder of 1% of the lattice sites (103, 10# . A 
com parison of tl:e observed and calculated densities of pivalie acid 
at !3.4®C (58) indicates that there  a re  3% vacant la ttice  sites at 
that tem perature.
% these vacancies a re  relaxed to involve a number of molecules 
round the vacancy, then the number of m olecules involved at vacant 
sites would be considerably m ore than 3%. A relaxation involving 
only 6 m olecules would mean that 13% of molecules in the lattice 
were associated %vitîi vacancies. Such a high figure seem s unrealistic , 
and if it w ere re a l tlien one would expect interaction between
vacancies to occur, which would alm ost certainly load to promelting.
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The la tte r  phenomenom was re fe rred  to by F renkel (IBS) ao a 
heterophase fluctuation, and he suggested that sm all elem ents of 
fluidity should exist in  solids near th e ir melting points. These 
elements w ere calculated to  involve about 130 moleculeo and w ere 
expected to  grow exponentially with tem perature. Diffusion by way 
of these elem ents would, therefore, be expected to  show a tem perature 
dependence of the *<constants®’ of the diffusion equation.
The re su lts  obtained fo r diffusion in pivalie acid indicate 
that •normal* bulk-dlffusion is  occurring since both Do and AH are  
invariant over the tem perature range studied.
Thus to  account for the observed number of vacancies, 
th ree explanations appear possible. One is , that if the m olecules 
in pivalie acid do exist as d im ers (S8), then tiie vacancy volume 
would be doubled and th is would effectively lower the vacancy 
concentration by a half. A second explanation could be that re lax a tiw  
about vacancies In pivalie acid is  res tric ted , such that an appreciable 
number of m olecules a re  not associated with each vacancy. This 
would be consistent witli a diffusion mechanism on the lines of a 
simple vacancy model, a solution which ia supported by the activation 
entropy and enthalpy for self-diffusion. The th ird  possibility  is  
that the density figures quoted a re  subject to e r ro r , since a very 
slight deviation v/ould have a m arked effect on the apparent number 
of vacancies in the solid. It is  possible that all th ree  solutions 
contribute to the solution in some degree.
1
It is  unfortunate that com parative density figures a re  
available at only one tem perature otherwise it might have been 
possible to  estim ate the energy of vacancy formation. There are  
no sim ilar density figures available fo r cyclohexane.
Conclusions.
The tra c e r  method of studying self-diffusion in the so lid-state 
shows that ^elf-diffusion does occur In cyclohexane and pivalie 
acid.
In the tem perature ranges studied the diffusion processes 
for cyclohexane and pivalie acid can be represented by the equations:-
D = (6 .1 - 3 .8 ) % 10  ^EXP - ( sec’ ^
and D = (2.25 t  1 .2^ x EXP - < sec*^
respectively.
In the case of cycloliexone both the enthalpy and entropy 
factors associated with the diffusion process were found to be high. 
The conclusion is  that diffusion occurs by a complex co-operative 
process. The diffusion mechanism is  probably dependent on the 
formation of a vacancy associated with a region of m olecular d isorder 
as a re su lt of relaxation into the vacancy. Diffusion is  tliought to 
occur by movement of m olecules within the disordered region and 
of the d isordered  region itse lf, through the crysta l.
The equation for self-diffusion in pivalie acid shows values 
fo r the enthalpy and entropy of activation which a re  in reasonable 
agreem ent with diffusion by a • simple* vacancy process. It Is
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thought likely that tills mechanism, is  responsible for diffusion in 
pivalie acid.
The difference between the diffusion m echanism s for 
cyclohexane and pivalie acid, probably a rise s  f ro m ‘hydrogen bonding 
in the la tte r . This would tend to create  a m ore rig id  la ttice which 
in turn  would probably re s tr ic t  relaxation about vacancies in the 
crystal, thereby lim iting the need for a  co-operative diffusion 
process in the cry sta l.
I 'inally , the activation energies for self-diffusion In cyclohexane 
and pivalie acid do not agree with the figures obtained, so fa r, 
from  N. M. E. studies of these compounds. In both cases the 
H .M .E . values a re  le ss  than the p resen t figures, by 20% In the 
case of pivalie acid and about 40% fo r cyclohexane.
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Am oxtemsiom dllfuslom measwem em ts n eare r to  the 
melting point wouM be useful since the presence of any la rge  scale 
prem elting phenomena would alm ost certainly be revealed.
The effect of m olecular rotation on diffusion ra te s  would be 
of In terest, Such an effect could perhaps be studied from  the 
diffusion ch arac te ris tics  of a  se rie s  of m olecular solids graduating 
from  a spherical shape to  a straight chain molecule.
T o determ ine whether the diffusion process in  m olecular 
solids is  tru ly  a co-operative phenomenon, a study of im purity 
diffusion could be made since Im purities of a sim ilar m olecular 
size to  the host la ttice m olecules could be expected to  diffuse at a 
sim ilar ra te  to the la tte r in a co-operative movement.
The effect of p ressu re  could he used to Indicate v/hether 
diffusion occurs in m olecular solids by way of vacancies, since 
increasing the p ressu re  would lower the equilibrium concentration 
of such defects and hence reduce the diffusion ra te . Am activation 
volume fo r diffusion Could be obtained from  such studies and th is 
could be useful in elucidating the diffusion mechanism.
P lastic  p roperties of m olecular crysta ls, such as  com pressibility 
and p lastic flow should be studied, to  see if they bear any relation  
to  the self-diffusion coefficients of the crysta ls.
F u rth e r tra c e r  studies on m olecular solids a re  desirable 
in o rder that any common trend for self-diffusion in these solids
1 2 9
should become apparent.
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A F B E N D I X  I 1
Calculation of the constants for the Arrhenius Type Equations for 
self-diffusion in cyclohexane and pivalic acid.
The Arrhenius type equation is
O a Do EXP r  - i î  7 » ...............................  A. 1.
from which the logarithmic form can be obtained:-
E
= logj^pEo - log |^0 . . . .  A.  2«
A A plot of log! 0 0  versus 4^should be linear and this was found tp
foe the case for cyclohexane and pivalic acid. The appendix 
shows the least mean squares calculations which were used to 
determine the best straight Ihmes to fit the eaq^erimental points.
Where two values of D have been obtained for any 
temperature, an average of these values has been chosen for the 
temperatures concerned. The abbreviations used have their 
usual meaning ( | 0 G )• The values of and lo g |0 D are 
represented as X and T respectively.
QXQwm zms.
uY X X 10^ X 10* XY
—8,143 4 .137 17.115 -33 .686
-8 .6 2 9 4 .2 4 2 17.995 -3 6 .6 0 4
-8 .6 8 8 4 .270 18.233 -3 7 .0 9 9
-9 , 058 4 .378 19.167 -39 .656
-9 ,1 8 4 4 .4 4 4 19.749 -40 .816
-9 .3 4 4 4 .480 20,070 -41 .861
-9 .9 7 2 4 .636 21.493 -46 ,227
-10.344 4 .749 22,553 -49 .147
a -73 .361 35.336 156.374 -325 .095
N a 8
M _
~
_/35. 336 X 10  ^ X -73. 36lJ - 8  ^ -325.095 x lO'^J 
(35. 336) ^ 10“* - 8  X 156.374 x lQ- 6
_ _ W .6.4 .,. jt /o®
■ 2. 360
a -3. 587 'x !C?
G _ ./j£.Cîa ,„.ri.„XlL<2£;g
_ [  35. 336 X 10"  ^ X -325. 095 x 10“  ^J  - /"-73. 361 x 156. 374 x 10"^
_ 2  ^ JQ-t,
a 6.679
Ui
Goodness of fit
Y X X 10^ MX MX + C d = Y-(MX + C) d^ X 10®
-8.143 4.137 -14.841 —3.162 +.019 .361
-8.629 4. 242 -15.218 -8.539 -.090 8 .100
-8.688 4.270 -15.318 -8.639 - . 048 2. 304
-9.058 4.378 -15.706 -9.027 - .  0 3 2 1.024
-9.184 4.444 -15.942 -9.263 +.079 6.241
-9.344 4.480 -16.072 -9.393 +.049 2.401
-9.971 4.636 -16.631 -9.952 -.019 .361
-10.344 4.749 -17.037 -10.358 +. 014 .196
re = . 6745 [
= . 6745 f  222i^M 7  #  % jq 
*  6 »
= .0388  
D = - (<X)^
= 2.36 X 1 0 -*  
error in M = pM
N= re / d  7
= . 062 X 1 0 ^
-2
=20.988
Iv
error In G = P c
- *  1/2= . 0388 /• X 10---7
- 2.36% 1 0 -* -
a .316
The equation of the line Is:-
y  a  -  7 3.587 t  , 062 7 x lO^X + /• 6.679 + . 316 /
Comparing this equation with A* Z we have 
logjjjDo a 6.679 i  ,316
and -f- logjQ a ^ 3.587 ± . 062 /  x 10^
Do a /• 6 .10 Î  3.79 7 X 10* CM^. SEC"*^
m   ^ a#
and E = 16500 - 300 eals* rnole*^
Therefore the Arrhenius equation for self-diffusion In cyclohexane 
Is:-
*î"
D a £ 6 .10  t  3 .7 9 J  X 10*. EXP - £  J  CM^SEC
B?.IV.AliïG...4CÆ>.
Using the notations as before:-
Y X % 10^ X^ X 10* XY
-7.451 3.565 12.709 -26.563
-7.368 3.539 12.525 -26.074
-7.308 3.507 12.299 -25.629
—7.246 3.472 12.055 -25.157
-7.185 3.438 11.820 -24.702
-7.093 3.395 11.526 -24.080
= -43.650 20.916 72.933 -152.207
_ 20.916 X 10-® X - 43.650 - 6  X - 152. 207 x lO'^
1 20.916 X 10-® J  ^ -  6  X 72.933 X 1Q-*
_  >1^2620. X m
-  -.1213
= - 2 .167x I o®
C =
~  - N^X^
_ 20.916 X 10-® X -152.207 x 10"® -£  -43. 650 x 72.933 x 10-* 7
1 20.916 X 10"®7  ^ -  6  X 72.933 x  10-6
".1213
= .275
Vi
Y X X 10^ MX MX + G d a Y -(MX + C) d  ^X 10
-7,451 3.565 -7.725 -7.451 - . 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0
-7. 368 3.539 -7.669 -7,395 +.0270 0.729
-7.308 3.507 -7.599 -7.325 +.0172 .029
-7. 246 3.472 -7.524 -7.249 +.0036 .013
-7.185 3.438 -7.450 - 7 . Î76 -.0094 .089
-7,093 3.395 -7.357 -7.083 - . 0 1 0 1 . 1 0 2
• g a .962
7  ^
a .6745 r  ^ % 3 7
re = . 0 1 1
D a - Wx) ^
a .1213 X 10"* 
err«MT In M a jpM
= re T ■^'7 6 V>J
a .011 y .1213 : 
a f 063 X 10^
7 ^ x  10®
error in C a
.« x * *  ,V^
- 6.  , 0 1 1  y  .72..933. X 10: 1 7  ^
• .1213 X 1 0 -* -
v il
= .011 X 24.5  
=•2695  
The equation of the line Is
Y = -  (2.167 t  , 063) X lO^X + (. 275 Î  , 270)
Comparing this with equation A. 2 ., we have, 
logloDo .275 Î  .270
E J. 3
and = (2 ,167 Î ♦ 063) x 1 0
The Arrhenius equation for self-diffusion In pivalic acid is  therefore:- 
D = (2.25 t  1.25) EXP - g^2^ SEC"^
viii
APPENDIX II 
The Calculation of the Diffusion Coefficient
The logarithmic form of the equation which represents the 
process of diffusion in the present case ls:«
logjoC = logjo [  .............
A plot of log|QC versus X should be linear. This was 
the case for the experimental results obtained for diffusion in 
both cyclohexane and pivalic acid# The diffusion coefficient was 
calculated from the slope of the line of equation A# 3# which is
_ e
4Dt
The following calculation is  a typical one, the best 
straight line for a series of experimental points being calculated 
by the method of least mean squares# The calculation is  for 
experiment number 3#
2
3h the calculation the term s log^gA and X are represented 
by X and Y respectively#
iSE
X X 10^ Y X^ X 10^® XY
.056 1.604 .317 0. 090
.156 1.572 2.443 0.246
.281 1.537 7.913 0.432
.461 1.430 21.280 0.660
.687 1.260 47. 128 0.865
.964 1.263 92.930 1.217
1.274 1.124 162.308 1.432
1.630 .978 265.690 1.594
2.486 .699 618.168 1.738
= 7.996 11.466 1218.169 8.2733
(SX) -
s  J u
£?.996 % 10"*7 -= - 9  y  1218.169 % 10"!»^
= - % 1 0  ^
= - . 3768 X 10^
= -'% 10 C
Xt in this case was 234 minutes 
.  sAM3_____ __
4 X 234 X 60 X . 377 x 10^ 
= 2.052 X 10’ ® GM? SEC’ ^
